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Haverstock Named Local
Chamber President

MN

Option Election To
Be Held Here On WI 20

served three year terms on the
Board of Directors.
In its yearly reorganization,
the Chamber Board elected E. J.
Haverstock, president; Ed
Chrisman, vice president; Ed
Fenton, secretary; and Bruce
Thomas, Treasurer.
Haverstock is manager and
vice-president of the Tappan
Company, Chrisman is owner of
And a Happy Birthday to Mrs. H.
Chrisman Popcorn Company and
David Poole, Peace Corps
The Calloway County Court, in favor of the sale of alcoholic
A. Daughtry of Tampa, Florida.
Fenton it sales manager for
beverages in the city of Murray.
Representative
for
the
Southern
meeting
in regular session
A happy 84 years old. Mrs.
Smith Poultry Company.
Region, will be the speaker for
local Kentucky "?",and the voter will
ordered
that
a
Monday,
- Daughtry is a native of Murray
Dr.
A.
The other directors are
this week's Wednesday luncheon
option election be held for the mark either yes or no showing his
and enjoys the Ledger and
H. Kopperud, Ed Shinners, Death claimed the life of a 21
at
the
United
Campus
Ministry.
City of Murray on April 20, 1971. choice.
Times. Thank you Mrs. Daughtry
Leonard Vaughn, H. Glenn year old woman,Mrs. Glenda See
At the 12:30 luncheon he will
The petition was filed with the The order, signed by County
Fred
and to Mrs. Hazel M. Keys who
Russell,
Hutson of Murray Route Four, at
Doran, A. W.
speak
to
•The
Value
And
Future
(Continued on Page Eight
Court
on February 19. The Court
just sent in a subscription for her.
Workman, R. L. Ward and Ed 9:45 a.m. Monday at the Baptit
of the Peace Coives.'r—
:ruled yesterday that the petitior
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Fenton.
A veteran of two years l'ucee
Under Kentucky
was valid.
Threw out some old bread SunUpon his retirement from the Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Adams
experience
in
Kenya,
Corps
must set the
the
court
Statues,
day and a Squirrel grabbed a
Presidency, the Board of
Her death followed an illness of
Africa, he has been traveling in
election if the petition is valid.
whole slice and went zipping up
Directors awarded Joe Dick a twenty-six months:'è was a
the Southern United States
This election will be the first
the Post Oak with it. The bread
"Certificate of Recognition" for member of the Sinking Spring
prospective
Corpmeeting
with
local
option referendum in
broke as he was half way up and a
his outstanding service to the Baptist Church and was a 1967
smen.
Calloway County since the midbig Grackle swooped down and
Chamber and the community. graduate .of Calloway County
Poole is a native of Pennthirties when residents voted to
took off with it. The Squirrel,
The outgoing directors were High School.
sylvania, but spent his majority
band the legpl sale of alcohol in
apparently satisfied with the
their
thanked and praised for
Mrs. Hutson was the daughter
Adolph Rupp, state crusade
in Southeastern United States. He Mr. and Mrs. Genie B. Adams the county.
piece he had, sat on a limb and
E. J. Haverstock
unselfish devotion to the com- of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Compton
chairman for the American
of Hazel Route Two will celebrate
College
graduate
of
Davidson
stated
on
is
a
The
question
will
be
munched away.
of Murray Route Four and was
year terms were: Robert Moyer, munity.
their 50th wedding anniversary the ballot as follows: "Are your Cancer Society, announced today
in North Cavilina.
James L. Johnson Was born in Calloway County on April
that the Delta Department of the
former manager of the Tappan
with a reception at the Holiday
Wednesday
and
On
Tuesday,
Secretary 16, 1949. She and her husband,
Two big Rabbits in the woods.
Murray Woman's Club will again
Company; Bruce Thomas, renamed Executive
he will be Inn on Sunday, March 28, from Film on Crafts Will Be
this
week,
Thursday
of
Gov the next door dog came by manager of
Roach was Harold ( Butch) Hutson, who
carry out the Society's fund
the Murray Branch and Mrs. Donald
in the Student Union Building at three to 5:30 p.m.
and they froze for ten minutes
Manager.
survives, were married January
raising drive for Calloway
of Hopkinsville Federal Savings renamed Office
Murray State, and available to All friends and relatives are Shown, Library Thursday
while he was in the vicinity.
and Loan; Jerry Bowden, The Board set Thursday, April 6, 1968.
County in April.
questions about the invited to attend.
answer
any
Annual The young woman is survived
Another of the new series of The drive will be headed by
manager of Adams ILA Store; 29, as the date for the,
The coople waa _married in
--7411e—Grackles decended on our James E. Garrison,
TfliThtibñs Wher husband her parents, an Peace:COTIM
MembershiPileeihig.
filtrit-on
crafts
*111 be shown at Mrs. Edgar L. Howe, Sr. Other
Tennessee by Rev. Cephas
manager of
back yard yesterday. All Ryan Milk
members in her grandparents, Mrs. Mary
are
members
Outland on March 27, 1921. She the Calloway -County Public committee
Company; and John will be sent to all
squawking, preening their H. Trotter,
Compton of Murray Route Four
TWO CITED
was the former Prudye Coles, Oibrary on Thursday, March 25. Mesdames Dwight Crisp, W. J.
manager of the early April.
feathers, engaging in challenges, Murray
and Arnold Jones of Sturgis.
Two persons were cited daughter of Mrs. Bessie Shelton The film, "The First Course Gibson, Aubrey Hatcher, Whitt
Water and Sewer
etc. They lean forward, fluff out System.
Funeral services will be held at Monday by the Murray Police Coles and the late George Coles. Dinner Party", narrated by Julia Imes, A. H. Kopperud, Hugh
all their feathers, then look
the Sinking Spring Baptist Department. They were one for Mr. Adams, son of the late Ida Childs will be shown continuously Oakley, and Miss Lorene Swann.
Retiring directors were: Joe
straight up. This seems to satisfy Dick, Jimmy
Church on Wednesday at three driving while intoxicated, Adams, retired from the Socony from nine to eleven a.m. The film
Mrs. Howe is an accountant at
Boone, Dr. Harry
p.111. with Rev. Norman disregarding stop sign, reckless Mobil Company of St. Louis, Mo., shows table settings and Westview
(Continued on Page Eight) Sparks, Ray Brownfield. All had
Home,
Nursing
The Murray Fire Department Culpepper of Jackson, Tenn., and driving, fleeing police officer, after having served that com- suggested recipes. The public is Murray. She and Mr. Howe
answered a call Monday at six Rev. Gerald Owen officiating. and improper registration, and pany for thirty-eight years. They invited.
reside at 1510 Parklane Drive and
Pallbearers will be Henry one for speeding and reckless are members of the Hazel Baptist
p.m. to the vacant house at 1109
they are the parents of two
West Main Street. The two story Hutson, Rex Hutson, Pat Hutto', driving.
Church.
children, Mr. E. L. Howe, Jr.,
frame house is owned by Cross Conley Jones, Hollis Jones, a
and Mrs. Barbara Raymond.
James Howard Colson.
Spann.
Coach Rupp said that "it is
The Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Firemen's records said trash
interested and involved inwas being burned and the porch Home is in charge of the
dividuals and organizations such
booster was arrangements and friends may
as this that will eventually make
Timothy E. Fannin, a senior at awards in Science and Biology at caught on fire. The
flames. call there.
Students of the Orientation to possible the cure for cancer to be
Calloway County High School has Calloway County High and has used to extinguish the
Monday at 8:30 a.m. the
Dr. Harry Sparks, president of part, to exercise their right to the World of Work Vocational found. Without their help, the
been selected as one of the also lettered in Track.
Fannin has attained a fine firemen were called to the trailer
Murray State University, spoke vote, and to be a part of the Program at Murray High School American Cancer Society simply
Outstanding Teenagers of
Gilbert at
Eula
Mrs.
of
home
academic
at
the dinner meeting of four solution and not part of the made a trip to Louisville, March cannot function." He asks that all
record
and
ranks
No.
2
America for 1971, according to
/
2 Sycamore Street. This was
adult farming classes of problem. He closed his remarks 17, to tour the Ford Motor persons interested in working M
Howard Crittenden, principal of in his class of 136. He has 11091
received a "Letter of Com- an electrical short and the power
Calloway County held at the by a quote from "The Poet Company and the Coca-Cola the crusade to please contact
Calloway County High School.
firemen.
Mrs. Howe.
Captn's Kitchen on Monday at from By Blue Ontario Shores", Bottling Company.
Fannin, son of Talmadge and mendation" from the National was turned off by the
written by Walt Whitman, an The field trip, which was one of
6:30 p.m.
Ruby Fannin of Panoroma Merit Corporation. He was The booster was used to put out
three scheduled for this school
Members of the four classes, American poet.
Shores, Murray, Route 5, has named to "Who's Who Among the flames.
attended Calloway County High American High School Students",
Young Adult, Kirksey, Lynn William B. Miller, superin- year, enabled the students to see
for four years. His school ac- voted "Most Studious" in his
Grove, and New Concord, taught tendent of the Calloway County how industry operates and
by W. H. Brooks, and their guests Board of Education, introduced therefore gain a better untivities include the following: class, named "Star Student"
Beta club vice-president and CCHS ) on the basis of CEEB
Dr. Harry Sparks, president of were entertained through the Dr. Sparks. The invocation was derstanding of the world of work
The trip was made under the
Murray State University, an- courtesy of Ellis Popcorn given by Ramp W. Brooks.
parlimentarian for First District test, and named to The Society
nounced Monday that the "In- Company and The Hutson Walter Lee Steely, president, supervision of Mrs. Marthr Jackie Galloway, sixth grade
Beta Club; a member of Pep
Elmus L. Outland of Murray sight" lecture series has been Chemical Company.
presided at the dinner. The class Crawford,(teacher-coordinator student from Carter School,
Club, Speech Club, Debate Club,
Route Four died Monday at 12:55 cancelled at the university next
Track for three years.
"Irish Taters" was the subject teacher, Mr. Brooks, expressed Bob Crawford, Mrs. Betty Wagar made an excellent showing in the
,
p.m. at his home. His death at the week and the three scheduled 3f the most humorous and his appreciation to Dr. Sparks for ( teacher), Jack Wagar, Mrs. Calloway County Spelling Bee,
The student has received
age of 63 followed a short illness. speakers will be paid a portion of challenging talk presented by Dr. his challenging talk and to the Debbie Fitzgerald (student Saturday, March 20.
The deceased was a prominent their contracts.
Sparks. By his talented wit and two local firms, Ellis Popcorn teacher), and Jerald Mullins When Jackie misspelled a word
only two contestants remained in
farmer residing on the Old Sparks said the action was charm as a speaker, he received Company and Hutson Chemical teacher aide).
The vocational program the contest. Although, Jackie
Murray-Paris Road. He was born taken, with the approval of the the attention of his audience Company, for their sponsorship
October 29, 1907, in Calloway Board of Regents, because the throughout his talk.
each year of the dinner for the which was launched this year at failed to win the sixth grade
County and his parents were the Student Government Association
members of the fonr—elitsses and Murray High, is designed to give contest, she won the praise of the .
"faces"
speaker
used
The
Mrs. Flora Cochran Farless of
participating stuemts on-the-job audience for her excellent
late Seek Outland and Willie had "defied" the regents by designed with Irish potatoes to their guests.
Mayfield, formerly of Calloway
Manning Outland. He and his inviting controversial attorney illustrate the different characters These classes are taught each training in local businesses showing.
County, died Monday at ten p.m.
wife, Jewel Lovms, who survives, William Kunstler to speak at in points in his discussion. They year during the winter months during part of the day while at- Miss Galloway is the daughter.
at the Tucker Rest Home,
were married July 13, 1930.
Murray.
were "Commentator", for one night a week for eight tending related classes during of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Galloway
Mayfield. She was 90 years of
of South 13th Street, Murray.
Survivors are his wife; three
Sparks called it "regrettable "Agitator",
"Irritator", weeks. The men study the latest the remainder of the day.
age.
sons, Billy Joe Outland and that students chose to make this "Temptator", "Spectator", techniques in farming and the
The deceased was the wife of
James Outland of Calvert CitY, issue a confrontation of power," "Dictator", and "Potentator". operation of the farms. Brooks
the late Hugh Farless. She was
and Charles Outland of Murray referring to the sponsoring
Dr. Sparks challenged each said that the classes are comMr.
and
late
the
daughter
of
the
Route Four; two .sisters. Mrs. student government's decision to person to become a person in- posed of a number of men under
Mrs. Ben Cochran of the Kirksey
Francis (Gladys) Wilkerson, defy board of regents opposition volved in local, state, and forty years of age disputing the
community. She was the sisterSouth llth Street, and Mrs. to William Kunstler as an insight national events and not just leave report that few young men are
in-law of Mrs. Al (Flora) Farless
Pernie Mohundro, Vine Street; (Continued on Page Eight
the decisions to the leaders. He
of Murray.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Timothy E. Fannin
one brother, Eulus Outland of
urged each one'totake an active
Survivors are two sons, Toy B.
The winners of the. theme Rogers, second and Donna GaiiiMurray Route Six; sister-in-law,
Farless of Mayfield and Thomas for American ffign , School
division of the county drug Smotherrnan, third;
Mrs. Flossie Outland, Vine
L. Farless of Memphis, Tenn.; Students.
Grove—Alison
D."
contest for grades 6-8 were an- Lynn
reet; six grandchildren, Jeff,
one sister, Mrs. Luna Zeh of His plans for the future are to
nounced today by Willard Alls, Wilfered, first, Kathy Calhoun,
Melissa,
Steve,
Sherri,
Jan,
and
Mayfield; two grandchildren; attend Murray State University
second and Gail Srnotherman,
chairman of the drug council.
Judy Outland.
five great grandchildren.
and major in chemistry and One brother,
grand prize, third;
winner
of
the
The
Gaylon Outland,
Funeral services will be held biology.
a $25.00 savings bond was Sarah
died in December of 1964.
Murray Junior High—Sarah C.
Wednesday at three p.m. at the Nominated by their principals, The
Ross. a seventh grade student at Ross, first and Eli Alexander,
funeral will be held
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield the Outstanding Teenagers of Wednesday
High
School. The second;
Murray Jr.
at one p.m. at the
with Bro. S. T. French and Bro. America are chosen from in- chapel of the
second place winner was Eli
Blalock-Coleman
Burnett Proctor officiating.
dividual schools across the Funeral Home with Bro
Alexander of Murray High and . New Concord—Steve McPriestly
Interment will toe in the West couhtry for excellence in comthird place went to David Caiston, first, Linda Avery,
Scott and Bro. Jerrell White
Fork Cemetery in Calloway munity service and academic officiating.
McQuerter a sixth grade student second and Cindy Williams,
County with the arrangements by achievement. The local students
at Robertson Elementary school. third:
Nephews will serve as
the Byrn Funeral Home, will now vie for the Outstanding pallbearers who
Winners from schools will
will be Clifford
Robertson—David McQuerter,
Mayfield, where friends may Teenager of the Year trophy to be
receive $10.00 for their first place
Ligon, Hoyt Ligon, Charles
first, Debbie Wilson, second, and
call.
presented by the State's Blalock, C. W. Outland,
theme, $5.00 for second place,
Buel
Steven Hussung, third.
Governor. Similar trophies will Mohundro, and Hillman
and third place themes from each
Outland.
be presented to winners in other
school will receive $2.50 for their Other students receiving
Burial will be in the Barnett
honorable mention certificatti
states.
work," Ails said.
Cemetery with the arrangements
were, Beverly Adams, and DMA"
The State Winners are selected by the Blalock-Coleman
Winners
at
the
different
schools
Funeral
in the county were: Almo— Rhodes, Kirksey School; Dwayne
Home where friends may call.
(Continued on Page F.Ight)
Candy Hargis, first, Craig Barrow, Teresa Carraway;.
By United Press International
Dowdy, second and Joe Dan Georgia Starks, Rita Watking,
Kentucky: Partly cloudy. and
Teri Williams and Calvin Gibson
CARBURETOR STOLEN
Taylor, third.
TV
Program
cooler today *ith a few -Snow
The theft of a four barrel
Faxon—Bobby Scott, first, from Hazel School.
A panel of Murray State carburetof from a Pontiac GTO
flurries east this morning.
Dr. Harry Sparks is pirtured with the "faces" designed from Irish potatoes he. used to illustrate Sandra 'Duncan, second, and Alls said '"The council was very
Tonight and Wednesday fair and students will appear on the at Lassiter dr McKinney Datsun, Points in his talk at the dinner meeting of the four adult farmer classes, taught by W. H. Brooks, held _Bonnie Fay Smithdbird:
with the results of both
eontunued cool. Highs today "Accent" program on WPSD-TV Inc... .South 12th Street, Murray, at Captain's Kitchen on Monday evening. In the background are William B. Miller. superintendent of
Hazel—Regina Cook,- first, the theme and poster contest and
upper 30s and lower 40s. I,ows on Wednesday at 10:30 p. m. was repOrted to the Murray Callnuay County Schools. Walter Lee Steely, class president, Dan Hutson, owner of Hutson, Alerie Paschall, second and Teri ur.,es all citizens to encourage
tonight in 20s. Highs Wednesday local people are urged to view Police Department on Monday at Chemical Com pany, and Herman K. Ellis. owner of EllisPopeorn Company, the later two being FXWII1 third:
these young people that have
this program.
.near 40.
hest. fur the dinner for the members and their guests.
four p.m.
Kirksey—Jan Todd,first, Mark been honored.:',
.4

Seen&Heard
Around

Balloting by the membership of
the Murray Chamber of Commerce resulted in the naming of
five new directors, and a new set
of Officers yesterday.
New directors named for three

Murray

. a point
)1, 111.

PI)—The

g todayl,
fling, thee
averag
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121 were

edtItc.l
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4
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/
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Atlanta
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ew York
play the
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County Court Sets Date
At Regular Meet Monday

Poole Will
Mrs. Hutson David
Speak On Peace
Passes Away Corps, Luncheon
On Monday

Mrs. Howe To
Head Cancer
Fund Drive

Mr. and Mrs. Adams
Plan Reception On
Their Anniversary

Murray Firemen
Called Out Twice

Fannin Named To Honor
Of Teenagers, America

OWOW Students At
Dr. Harry SparksGuest Speaker Murray High School
At Adult FarmerClasses' Dinner Visit Louisville

Elmus Outland
Dies Monday

Insight
Series
Cancelled

Excellent Showing
Made By Student
In Spelling Bee

Mrs. Fairless Dies
At Mayfield Home

Winners Of Drug Counciii
Theme Contest Announce&

The Weather

s
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Lest We Forget Our
Fellow Americans
This coming Friday March 26, it will be 7
years since the first U.S. servicemen were
imprisoned in Southeast Asia. Only those
imprisoned, or their loved ones in this country,
can know what that means.
But those of us lucky enough to have our
freedom should never let ourselves forget that
these young Americans are being held prisoners
of war halfway around the world. We should
never let our Congressmen forget it. We must
never let the North Vietnam government and the
Viet Cong forget that we want these men

•
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released.
Congress has passed a resolution declaring
the week of March 21-27 as a "National Week of
Concern." It was introduced in the Senate by
Senator Brock (R.-Tenn.) and in the House by
Rep. Anderson (R.-Illinois). It calls on all
Americans to bevencerned and to express their
concern about thee American prisoners.
The National League of Families of
American Prisoners and Missing In SoutheastAsia proposes that national attention andconcern be focused on the situation by a series of
observances during this week, including the
following:
-Flying the American flag at half mast.
. -Leaving front porch or garage lights on
Tuesday night from dusk to dawn.
-Cars driving with headlights on all day

1

Hoax is for real
Three hippies arrested in phony-bill mailing case

SAN FRANCISCO t LTIc
Three hippie hoaxers who
mailed phony bills to
20,000 persons vere arrested on federal charges of
sending a "filthy and vile
substance" through the
Mails.
U. S. Attorney James R
Browning filed the charges
against the three, who call
themselves "Sam's Cafe,'' a
few minutes after they held
a news conference to explain that their stunt was
no joke.
They described the mailjag of fictitious "bills" for

mailed to local newspapers
and television stations. The
kits included three plastic
vials allegedly containing
excrement.
The three were arraigned before U. S. Magistrate Owen Woodruff in
San Francisco, who released them on $1000 personal recognizance bonds
and set April 16 for a preliminary hearing. He also
took away their passports
and warned them against
any possible illegal activities such as using the mails
to send fictitious bills.

$76.40 to 20,000 middleclass San Franciscans this
week as the first blow in a
struggle to topple Amehca's power centers by tying
up their telephones_
After the bizarre conference on the steps of a
church, Marc Keyser, his
weirdly decorated wife,
Teri, and David Shire returned to their Oakland
apartment. They were arrested an hour later by fedral agents.
The charges did not involve the 20,000 phony
bills, but four press kits

Kunstler Wants Arson Chirp
Dismissed Against Brown
ELLICOTT CITY, Md.(UPI)
-Attorney William M. Kunstler
wants a judge to dismiss an
arson charge against missing
black militant H. Rap Brown.
Kunstler contends the charge
of arson, the only felony of
which Brown is accused, was
lodged against him in -a
blatant and intentional misuse
of the legal process."
The lawyer's motion to be
heard today in Howard County
Court contends Prosecutor William B. Yates obtained an
indictment for arson for the
sole purpose of enlisting the aid
of the FBI should- Brown

become a fugitive.
Yates, prosecutor for Dorchester County, where the arson
allegedly occurred, denied the
charge. Kunstler based his
motion on a conversation
between Yates and the Howard
County prosecutor which subsequently was reported in a
weekly newspaper.
Brown was indicted for arson,
a felony, and for riot and
inciting to riot, both misdemeanors, in the aftermath of
disturbances at Cambridge,
Md., in July, 1967. After two
changes of venue, his trial was
scheduled to begin here in May,

by I. Robert (Bob) Miller

Ten Years Ago Today
TIMI$ P1LZ

Dr. Ralph Tesseneer of Murray State College and Rev. T. A.
Thacker of the Memorial Baptist Church were among those attending a two day institute on Alcoholism for the clergy at
Hopkinsville.
Representatives of several towns affected by the IllinoisKentucky-Tennessee Defense Highway known as 1-24 met here
last night at the Murray Chamber of Commerce to map plans to
combat a change in routing of the highway instigated by Commissioner of Highway Henry Ward. "
Mr.. and Mrs. Lawrence Took of Cadiz announced the
engagement of their daughter, Constance Ramona, to Ray
Marshall Roberts, son of Mrs. and Mrs. Hoyt Roberts of Murray.

4
"CRASH LANDING"-Vote of the House not to spend
any more money on the proposed 300-passenger, 1,800
mph Supersonic Transport (SST), shown in a drawing
at top, could cause the U.S. to lose its world lead in
aviaticio, say proponents. They cite the Anglo-French
Concorde (Middle) and the Soviet''TU-1 14 (bottom),
both of which are in the works.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Pocrfc

OC•0 n

JP , 1...orwin

Peru disaster
Workers continue their search today for victims
flood that wiped out a mining camp Thursdav.
Police say they have recovered 241 bodies and
about as many remain eniered by water and
debris The ramp in the %lutes. about 150 miles
from Linia, oa, inundated "ben rain-weakened
soil slid into a mountain lake and. sent saves
1041 feet riser its banks.

by Carl Riblet Jr.
There is this difference in the arts: While I may
weep over a passage in a book or the sounds of
music, I have never heard of anyone shedding tears
over a painting-unless it is an artist who didn't sell
his.
"I don't know anything about art,
but I know what I like."
-American proverb

20 Years Ago Today
LIMO= & T1111:ZS Imo

Dave White died March 21 at his home on Hazel Route Two,
Another death reported was that of Mrs. Ethel Bowden,age 63, on
March 21 in Frankfort.
Billy McKeel won the Dr. Houston trophy given each year to the
Murray High School basketball player eith the best free throw
average. Teddy Lash was selected by his team mates as the most
valuable player on the team.
"The Easter Sunrise Service at Kentucky Lake State Park,
sponsored by the Eggners Ferry Area Association, promises to
be one of the best ever this Easter", from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray".
The Economy Grocery will celebrate its 26 anninvesary on
March 26, according to the owner. Ruldolph Thurman.

A thought for today: American poet Hermann Hagedown
said, "Down the fair-chambered
corridor of years, the quiet
shutting, one by one, of doors."

SALE
AUCTION
Friday,

March 26, 1971

Rain or a
Parm,
therans and Mayfield Negate, 19 Wiles lierth West et
Tea. w 22Miles South if Infield, R. war Bell an, KY.

'Me And
Bobby' Leads
NEW YORK.March 20. a(UPI) -The late Janis Joplin's record,"Me and Bobby
McGee," continued to be rated No. 1 this week in Billboard magazine's national
survey of pop singles. Rankings depend on record sales
and broadcast play. The
leaders:
1. "Me and Bobby McGee," Janis Joplin. 2. "Just My Imagination
Running Away with Me,"
Temptations.
3. "She's a Lady," Tom
Jones.
4. "Proud Mary," Ike and
Tina Turner.
5. "For All We Know,"
Carpenters.
6. "Doesn't Som e b od y
Want to Be Wanted," Partridge Family.
7. "What's Going On,"
Marv% Gaye.
8. "Help Me Make It
Through the Night," Sammi
Smith.
I. "One Bad Apple," Osmoods.
10. "What Is Life," George
Harrison.
11. "Love Story," Andy

The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture's
Division of
Markets is now working with the
USDA'S Foreign Agricultural
Service in a program to stimulate
exports of agricultural products.
The new service is called the
Trade Opportunity Referral
System TORS). It is designed to
provide an up-to-date comprehensive list of U. S. suppliers
and foreign buyers of food and
12. "Amos Moses," Jerry
other agricultural products.
Reed.
Under this program, current
U. "If You Could Read My
infermation on overseas op- Mind," Gordon Lightfoot.
portunities for the sale of U. S.
agricultural products will be firms anything, anyone inassembled by the Foreign [rested in supporting any
Agricultural Service. This in- agricultural commodity,
formation will be referred to U. S. processed or unprocessed, shotild
exporters by telegraph or special contact the Division of Markets.
bulletins. Also, this information Those who get their name placed
will be made available to the on the program are not under any
Division of Markets.
The obligation to respond to the inMarkets Division will act as a formation they receive from
liaison between the exporter and foreign buyers. If they are inthe Foreign Agricultural Service terested, they can proceed firto facilitae the flow of in- then. If they are not interested,or
formation and help answer any can't supply the product
commodity, they can discard the
questions that might arise.
Once a person or firm desiring information.
to engage in export trade
NIMIJL SPINY 0111.111111
becomes associated with the
service, it functions somewhat
automatically. However, there
are some preliminary steps
which must,• be taken by interested exporters.
Interested persons should
contact the Division of Markets,
Plaza Professional Building, 625
Leawood Drive, Frankfort, 40601.
The Division will supply interested persons or firms with a
SUILOINMI OP PON
questionnaire which is to be
AISMORIALS
Porter
IN • Masager
completed and returned to the
111 Mob St 'AMU
Division of Markets. Information
from this questionnaire is supplied to the Foreign Agricultural
Service so that the persons or
firm's name, address, comCENT0A, SHOPPING CENTER
modity, etc., can be placed in a
I MI PIONITM
computer.
753-6333
As purchase inquiries are
received from overseas buyers,
3:30 and 7:45
they are fed into the computer
system which in turn selects
pf
those individuals or firms listing
such a product for export sale. tWssiesnlirodie
Kentuckians on the program list 540 * ALSO
* 9:45
will receive this information. If
they are interested, they can
contact the Division of Markets
roI assistance, or they can
AND THE SUNDANCE KID
contact the buyer directly.
The program is designed to
twirt'N-tu '11
serve both large and small
producers or suppliers. A person
715 8:20 9:40
or firm might be able to fill
complete order or only a partial No One Under
order. The remainder can be
21 Admitted
supplied by others registered
with the seervice.
The program does not cost the
paarticipating individuals o
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SMOKING FOR 30 DAYS!"

YOU'RE
ON!"
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second in 1
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20.9.
Other vet
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events from
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So everyone can see the funniest comedy since
"Mad, Mad World".
"WE'LL BET $25,000,000
THAT NO TOWN
IN AMERICA CAN GIVE UP
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Blessed is the man who trusteth in the Lord, and whose hope the
Lord is.-Jeremiah 17:7.
The difference between joy and sorrow, success and failure
depends upon the one in whom we put our hope and trust
•••

of a

Commissioner
Kentucky
Agriculture

allowed every day.
Let us all do as many of these things as we
can during this week, and continue our
individual efforts to free all prisoners of war.

Deaths reported are Andrew Jackson (Jack) Colson, age 68.
former employee of the Calloway County Health Department,
and Tommy Edwards,age 85,of Mayfield Route Five.

missing ever since.
Victor Turyn, FBI agent in
charge of the Baltimore office,
said: "If the arson charge is
dropped, we have no basis to
look for him. We would go to
the U.S. attorney and ask for
dismissal of the warrant."

Miller

Wednesday.
-Readinganarticleon AmericanPOW'sin the
,Jteader's Digest issue on Thursday, when the
:April issue goes on sale.
‘,4,0
-Fasting on Friday, the-7th anniversary of
the first capture of an American serviceman in
Southeast Asia, eating only between 10 and 11
a.m., and 4:30 and 5:30 p.m., representing
the two skimpy meals that our prisoners are

LII:DGIEN &

1970, but he failed to appear.
He went on the FBI's Most
Wanted list, for interstate flight
to avoid prosecution for a
felony-arson. He has been

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Tuesday, March 23,
the 82nd day of 1971.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercury and Saturn.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Aries.
On this day in history:
Henry,
1775 *Patrick
In
advocating arming Virginia in
case of a war against England,
told the state legislature,
know not what course others
may take but as for me, give
me liberty or give me death."
In 1933 the German Reichstag
gave Adolf Hitler "blanket
power" for the next four years.
In 1942 Japanese-Americans
were moved from their homes
along the Pacific Coast to
inland relocation as a wartime
precaution.
In 1965 Virgil Grissom and
John Young were launched
from Cape Kennedy from the
craft "Molly Brown" to become
the first two-man American
space team to go into orbit.
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NFL Owners Open Winter
Meeting In Palm Beach

Wooden Has
Bad Memories
Of Astrodome

.••
'• •

TUESDAY—MARCH 23, 1971

Duke, North Carolina, Win
Opening Round NIT Contests

PALM BEACH, Fla. (UPI)— will continue his campaign,
His adversary dubbed him wherever football's big game is
hy DARRELL MACK
By GARY KALE
title round.
"King Alvin I," but Alvin Ray played.
UPI Sports Writer
UPI Sports Writer
"They're the class of the closed from a 63-54 deficit to 64( Pete) Rozelle denies he has But the moguls of football
HOLVON (UPI) — John
NEW YORK (UPI)—Duke tourney," Mears said. "We lost 60 as the Devils went into a
the power of a throne.
weren't paying much attention
Woodenif- No. 1-ranked UCLA and North Carolina, tested on to Duke and all I can say is stalling game.
-The Super Bowl will go to Rubin today. They were busy
wilt be the only coach among
Denton scored 32 points and
the Atlantic Coast Conference they have a fine player in
where King Alvin says it will listening to the enticements of
the four survivors in the NCAA
battlefield, scored the AAC's Randy Denton, who shoots and collected 17 rebounds and
go," said Miami lawyer Ellis community leaders from Los' INDIANAPOLIS, ind.(UPI) chipped in with 24, including basketball championships who
completely dominated the smalbiggest advance in the National rebounds well."
Rubin, champion of the anti- Angeles, New Orleans, Jackson- —The Utah Stars hope to make two key three point field goals has experienced playing a game
Basketball
Tour- Hawaii, which came to its ler Vols. The 6-10 Duke center
Invitation
television blackout legions.
ville (Fla.), Miami, Dallas and their stay out of first place in in the second half. Glen Combs in the cavernous Astrodome, nament Monday and today first NIT with hula girls and scored only eight points against
"Not so," said
Rozelle, two factions from Houston.
the American Basketball Asso- paced Utah with 30 points and site of this week's tournament emerged as the top choices to pineapples, defeated Oklahoma, Dayton in the opening round,
Commissioner of the National Rozelle said he expected the ciation's West Division of short Mery Jackson had 19.
semifinals and finals.
win the 1971 title.
88-87, in double overtime in an but attributed that low total to
Football League. "It's up to the decision on the site late today. duration.
The Indiana-Utah contest was And, he probably won't like
Only one of the teams, opening round game to start "an inability to stay loose."
owners."
Prognosticators said Dallas, The Stars were knocked out the only ABA game scheduled. the setup any better this time however, will reach Saturday's Monday's tripleheader.
Don Johnson, hitting from the
than he did that January night
That was the meat of the with its new 65,000-seat Texas of the top spot Monday night
schedul- North Carolina and Duke met outside, scored 24 points for
final
round
because
the
in 1968 when his Lew Alcindormost lively controversy as the Stadium, had the edge. Texas when they lost to the defending O'BRIEN NAMED COACH
ing bracket pits the two schools three times this season, with Tennessee.
NFL owners opened their Lt. Gov. Ben Barnes, a tall, champion Indiana Pacers 110- WOOSTER, Ohio (UPI)— led Bruins rolled into the dome
against each other in one of the Tar Heels winning twice.
Monda
O'Brien
North Carolina also employed
to meet the Houston Cougars
winter meeting here Monday to blond spokesman for the Lone 106. The loss dropped Utah a robert P. -Pat"
Thursday' night's semifinals. "The total difference in those
slow-down tactics in its win
consider the site of Super Bowl Star State, was in town to lobby half game behind the Pacers in was named head football coach with a 47-game winning streak The other semi matches the
points,"
is
two
games
three
succeed- and—as now—ranked as the
over Providence and it paid off,
VI and some rule changes.
for the cause.
the season-long struggle for at College of Wooster,
survivors of Wednesday night's said Duke coach Bucky Waters,
too, for the Southern school.
Today the football owners "I think we've got it," he first place in the West. Indiana, ing Jack Lengyel. O'Brien had nation's test.
assistant to Wooden and the Bruins left Hawaii-St. Bohaventure and "and that's for 120 minutes of
an
The Tar Heels led by 11
as
served
were to listen to the sales said.
with a record of 55-24 compared
Michigan-Georgia Tech games. play."
points with 7:18 remaining, but
pitches of delegations from Earlier Monday, William H to 54-52 for Utah, has five Lengyel for five years.
Houston that night on the short Ray Mears, the Tennessee
game
close
Waters had a
began losing their momentum
end of a 71-69 score and the
seven cities, including Miami, "Billy" Sullivan, owner of the games remaining while the
coach who watched North with Tennessee as the Vol held
when the Friars closed to
PETRIE HONORED
Cougars replaced UCLA as No. Carolina beat Providence 86-79
to
land
football's
biggest old Boston Patriots, announced Stars have six left to play.
Duke in check until the last within five points at the fivePHILADELPHIA (UPI) — 1 to the delight of 52,693 fans—
that the name of the team had
extravaganza.
However, Utah can move
and
then
saw
his
Volunteers
Devils
ran
1:54 when the Blue
minute mark. Then Bill ChamFor the most part, it was a been changed to the New back into a tie for first place Jeff Petrie of the Portland the largest crowd ever to lose to Duke 78-64, in Monday
off an 8-2 spurt. Duke was held berlain sparked the winners on
Trail Blazers' National Basket- witness a basketball game.
happy gathering
at Palm England Patriots.
tonight with a victory over
night's quarterfinals, doesn't to only two points during a
a six-point burst that carried
Beach's old Breakers Hotel, Sullivan said that despite Denver which currently occu- ball Association Club Monday UCLA later avenged that see how the survivor of the
seven-minute stretch late in the North Carolina to its 24th win
Year
The
Rookie
of
named
was
franchise,
problems
of
the
4;ame.
of
the
home port for the top rung of
Century"'
loss
West.
cellar
in
the
pies the
N.C.-Duke game can lose in the second half when Tennessee
by the Herb Good Memorial with a 101-69 defeat of the
in 30 games this season.
.38,000 season tickets had been
America's status seekers.
Roger Brown led Indiana with
Basketball Club.
sold already this year as
Then along came Rubin.
Cougars
in
that
year's
NCAA
25 points and Billy Keller
Chamberlain finished with 19
Ruoin is the 45-year-old compared with 10,000 at the
tournament, but the memory of
points, but it was teammate
PHI1LL;ES' SQAD CUT
controversial attorney who gave same point last year.
the game still lingers.
ABA Standings
CLEARWATER, Fla. (UP!)— It was played on a portable
Dave Chadwick, a sub, who
the
NFL fits
The club's directors had
last
year
grabbed scoring honors when
crusading to have the blackout voted last month to name the By United Press International The Philadelphia Phillies Mon- floor, placed over the second
East
he tallied 22 points as a
day announced their first squad base area of the baseball field
of local television lifted for fans team we tiay State Patriots,
W. L. Pet. GB cut, assigning 13 players to the -just as will this week's games
replacement for injured Dennis
in the Miami area, site of the but decided against that beFish catches of white bass at in Blood River area; scattered
1971 Super Bowl.
51 27 .654
Wuycik. Lee Dedmon netted 18
minor leagues. Included in the which will find Western Kencause of adverse public reac- x-Virginia
Kentucky lakes were reported catches of black bass; some
42 37 .532
He served notice Monday he tion, Sullivan said.
Kentucky
points and George Karl scored
cut were outfielders Scott Reid, tucky (23-5i meeting Villanova
Monday
by
the
state
Departcroppie up in main lake.
39 39 .500 12 Frank Decastris and
New York
Pat r N-61 in a 6:40 p.m. CST game
15.
Enrie
DiGregorio
led
ment of Fish and Wildlife Lake
Cumberland-Scattered Providence with 23 points.
34 46 .452 18 Skrable.
Floridians
and UCLA t27-1.1 facing Kansas Resources.
lake
catches of croppie in main
Pittsburgh
33 46 .418 181
/
2
127-1) in an 8:40 p.m. contest in
Water temperatures in the and tributaries; fair black bass;
Caroliria
30 48 .385 21 JOHNSON FIGHTS JACOBS
Thursday's semifinals.
lakes is nearing 50 degrees and scattered white bass in south
West
F NEW YORK )UPI)—Harold The winners and losers will
improving catches of croppie and fork; rainbow trout below dam.
W. L. Pet. GB Johnson, 42-year old former be matched against each other
black bass.
Rough River-Black bass and
55 24 .696
champion, for first and third place on The lake-bylake rundown:
light-heavyweight
The Murray State track team in the sprints much of the last two Indiana
croppie fair with spotty white
54 24 .692 /
Utah
1
2 Monday signed a contract to Saturday afternoon.
will _open its outdoor season seasons.
NOiin-Croppie' good at mouths bass in heads of tributaries.
38 40 .487 161
/
2 launch a comeback with a fight -We like the Astrodome,"
Doug Morris has a best vault Memphis
Tuesday at Murray in a dual
of inlets and bays: White bass Buckhorn-Croppie good around
Texas
28
50
/
2
.359
261
Herschel
Jacobs on Wooden said after UCLA won
against
of 15-7 and finished second in last
_meet with Western Illinois.
fair to good at first riffle in upper treetops and stick-ups at five
- 27 50 .351 27
March 30 at Sunnyside Garden. its berth in the tournament by
The team, Ilth place finisher year's OVC Remole has finished Denver
end of lake: Black bass fair by feet; scattered black bass by
x-Clinched
Div.
-Title
the
mile
the
the
OVC
in
second
in
squeaking past Long Beach casting and jigging in the tower
in._.the_ • NCAA Indoor meet in
•
-`•
REGAZZONI WINS
Detroit last weekend, is winding last two years and has a best time
Monday's Result
State 57-55 last Saturday.
end.
Dewey-Scattered catches of
Swiss race driver Clay "The first time we played
up its indoor season at the in the event of 4:06 flat. Krejci Indiana 110 Utah 106
Herrington Lake-Bass good black bass by jigging and croppie
Regazzoni drove a Ferrari to there the conditions weren't too
Knights of Columbus Invitational has a 4:10.5 mile and a 14:12.8
Tuesday's Games
with some limits; croppie fair to around stickups.
victory
Sunday
in the formula good, but it really is a fine
three mile. He finished fourth in New York at Memphis
at Clevland this weekend_
good at eight feet; white bass and Barren Lake-Fair black bass
one race of champions.
A second place finisher in the the OVC three-mile last year . Denvcr at Utah
place to play now. I'm sure the black bass in backwaters below by jigging dollflies around
Regannoni averaged 108.04 miles facility-is much improved. They
Ohio Valley Conference the last Fullarton missed last track (Only games scheduledi
first riffle of Dix River.
stumpbeds;' scattered catches of
al hour.
two seasons, Murray should season but was Murray's top
have learned a lot since."
Dale Hollow-White bass good croppie; some what bass in heads
make a strong run for the finisher in the conference
in heads of tributaries; croppie of creeks.
championship this year. The champion cross country team of
fair with scattered catches of Green River Lake-Croppie best
appear
solid
in
1968.
Racers
running
black bass.
with scattered black bass by
Samuels finished fourth in the
events from the 100 through the
Barkley-Croppie good in Little jigging.
three-mile but will be weak in OVC quarter and has a best time
River area; good size black bass Grayson-Scattered catches of
of 47 flat in the event. Buckley
some field events.
by casting in main lake; some (Topple at 10 feet.
fourth
in
the
league
finished
.Ace of the Racers team is
croppie below the dam.
Fishtrap-Small white bass fair
superb quarterman Tommie triple jump last year and in.
Kentucky Lake-Croppie good at heads of tributaries.
Turner, who won the 600-yard Murray's first indoor meet this
men Hal McRae and Bernie games by Baltimore.
By IRA MILLER
dash in the NCAA Indoor and year set a school record of 48-3.
Carbo a chance to play every
Nolan Stayed Healthy
UPI Sports Writer
anchored the mile relay to a His best long ump has been 23-6.
Gary Nolan was the only
( UPI)—The day.
TAMPA,
Fla.
fourth-place finish. Turner has Williams has a best long jump of "Big Red Machine" is all oiled
McRae and Carbo were pitcher healthy all last year,
King
won both the OVC 440 and 220 the 22-10 and a triple jump of 45-7. up and ready to roll again.
platooned
in
leftfield
last but even though he had an 18-7
Phone 753-127Z
squad
will
men
on
the
Top new
Edward
seasons and was
last three
pitched
only
four
Despite the loss of centerfiel- season but now McRae gets the record, he
*
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
second in last year's NCAA likely be halfmiler Fred Sowerby der Bobby Tolan for at least leftfield job and Carbo will play complete games in 37 starts.
PAN ETELA DELUXE
1 We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
Outdoor 440. His best time in the and hurdler Pat Verry.
Wayne Simpson 14-3), the
the first part of the season with right.
has
a
best
transfer,
Sowerby,
a
quarter is 45.5 and his best 220 is
a torn Achilles tendon, the Reds In 1970, McRae hit .248, rookie sensation of the league
half of 1:53.5 and has done the
20.9.
figure
they're good enough to Carbo, playing considerably for a half-season, had a bum
Other veteran Racers are intermediate hurdles in 54.1 repeat in the National League more, batted .310.
shoulder the second half. He
never
run
freshman,
has
Verry,
a
sprinters Randy Smith and Lee
says it doesn't bother him
Western Division.
Coach
Bill
hurdles
.but
Roy McGinnis; pole vaulter Doug college
"I don't think you can platoor anymore, but he still has to be
-If
you're
a
good
club,
you
Morris; distance men Darrell Cornell expects him to run the can win without any one and ever become a great. tested in a league game.
Remole, Jim Krejci and Gregg intermediate under 54.
Anderson Lefty Jim Merritt, the club's
person," says Manager Sparky establishedplayer,"
The mile relay team,composed
Fullarton- quarteman Ashman
says. -I'm hoping' Bernie can big winner at 20-12, had nothing
Anderson.
"If
one
person
ruins
Sowerby, Samuels, McGinnis,
Samuels; long andSriple jumpers
your attack, you're not that go both ways. This will be his left by the World Series. Jim
Granville Buckley and Tom and Turner, is expected to be one good a club —and we truly feel chance to establish himself and McGlothlin, who was 14-10,
country.
The
in
the
of
the
best
Williams; high jumper Roger
show what he can do."
we have a good club."
suffered knee and eye injuries
addition of Sowerby to the team
Worth.
Bench, who led the Majors in 1970.
The
Reds
won
102
games
last
Smith finished fourth in both should make it even stronger year, captured the West by 1410•2 with 45 homers and 148 RBIs Veteran Tony Cloninger
the 100 and 220 in the OVC meet than last year when it had a best games, swept the Pirates in the while hitting .293 last year, will youngsters Don Gullett and Mill
last season and ran on both the time of 3:07.8, finished third in pennant playoff and then lost to again split time between hi Wilcox, rookie Ross Grimsle)
sprint and miles relay. His best the NCAA Indoor and the USTFF, the Orioles in a five-game catching chores and the out and Greg Garrett, obtained in a
time in the 200 has been 9.6 and and fifth in the NCAA Outdoor. World Series.
field, but naturally he'll be trade with the Angels, are
his best 220, 22 flat. McGinnis The team ran a 3:12.8 in its first "I know the history of our behind the plate most of the bidding for the No. 5 starting
this
season.
finished second in the OVC 440 indoor perforrnace
job.
league is that no club repeats time.
The sprint relay, composed of
and ran on both relays.
When Bench doesn't catch,• Gullett, a 20-year-old lefty,
very often, but I think our guys
McGinnis, Turner, Sowerby, and
journeyman Pat C,orrales will. was with the club all last year
His best time in the quarter has Smith be at least as strong as last are going into this season wttii
Corrales hit .236 last year and but was used mainly in relief.
even
a
better
attitude
than
they
9.5
of
100
best
has
been 47.4. He
year's team which ran a 41 flat.
Anderson feels he could be a With Clay Carroll and Wayne
had
last
year,"
Anderson
says.
and a 220 of 20.8 but'a leg injury
The complete outdoor schedule
starter for several other teams. Granger, he gave the Reds a
A Young Team
has kept him from participating follows:
"I'm not making any plans strong bullpen.
"They're working harder, and
I think they're determined to for Tolan," Anderson says.
win again. They realize how -We'll go without him and then
people treat you when you win, when he does come back, it'll College Basketball Results
It's finished! Cablevision has completed a complex new $100,000
and all the glamor that goes be a plus. Bobby feels he can By United Press International
NIT at New York
be back by the first of June,
with it."
Microwave System especially to bring top quality NASHVILLE TV to Murray.
(Opening Round)
The Reds will be one of but we'll have to wait and see."
OT)
(2
Okla.
87
I
and
88
Hawaii
Tolan, who hit .316
baseball's youngest teams, but
Now you can get NASHVILLE TV reception never before available! All three
Anderson shuns from any talk the league with 57 stolen bases
Finals)
)Quarter
last year, was hurt playing
of starting a dynasty.
channels in rich, blazing color . . . crisp clear TV pictures .
and all the
N.C. 86 Priiv 79
Of the eight regulars who will basketball Jan. 7.
IN COLOR
Tennessee
64
78
Duke
great
NASHVILLE!
yourself
offered
only
by
programs and artists
"You're only kidding
start opening day, only Pete
Rose and Tommy Helms will if you say you didn't lose a
Couple
this with 5 MORE CHANNELS from Paducah, Harrisburg, Jackson,
reach age 30 this year. The cast great player," Anderson says.
HURT
ARRINGTON
us
affect
is headed, of course, by Johnny "I don't think it will
Cape Girardeau and Ky. EducatiOn-al TV and you have the best TV
Bench, last
•A FILM FOR
season's
Mr. defensively, but offensively he BRADENTON, Fla. (UPI)—
Dave
ArringRookie outfielder
entertainment in Kentucky! (Plus a 24-hour weather channel!)
will be touch to replace."
Everything, who is only 23.
THE ENTIRE FAMILY
ton of the Pittsburgh Pirates
Tolan Loss Serious
"1 think we had more fan
See it for yourself!
Cincinnati teams generally was sent to Pittsburgh Monday
appeal last year across the
FOLLOW "WHISKERS," an independent
have
been characterized by a after suffering a knee injury in
than
any
country
team
in
the
and curious young cougar, through `Nib
a spring training game. Arringlast five or six years because lot of hitting and not much
We invite you to see your Murray TV Dealer .. .
exciting years in a mountain wilderness
pitching, but the Reds aban- ton will probably undergo
we
were
so
young
and
had
so
known as "COUGAR COUNTRY"
surgery
for
a
cartilage
injury
much ability," Anderson says. doned that tag in 1970. Their
He'll be glad to demonstrate what a difference Microwave Magic makes.
pitching staff had the second on the right knee and be
• A true wildlife adventure story
Sam Infield Regulars
sidelined
three
months.
the
in
best
average
earned run
More appeal than even the '69
league, behind the Mets, and
Mets?
Starts
Thur.,
MURRAY
only the Dodgers' staff threw
"Yes, I think so."
3/23 Mr 7
WILBURN TRADED
The infield regulars again more shutouts.
But three of the...itop four PITTSBURGH (UPI) — The
will be Lee May ( .253, 34
Big Nit's!
homers, 94 RBIs) at first base, starters are owning back from Pittsburgh Steelers Friday
P-1-U-S
Helms 1.2371 at second, Woody injuries and if they don't traded receiver J.R. Wilburn to
Special
Woodward 1.223) at short and respond, it would be the same the San Diego Chargers in
return for running back Brad
Perez (,317, 40 homers, old Cincinnati story.
Tony
Matinees
It was that way in the World Ilubbert. Wilburn, a South
at third base.
129
RBIs)
Sat. 8 Sun.
Rose 1.316 last year) moves Series when the Reds' crippled Carolina graduate, was the
Mar. 27 8 28
from rightfield to center, filling pitchers were belted for 33israns Steelers' leading pass receiver
the hole created by Tolan's and 50 hits, including sevila Fri 1967 but has beim hs
OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 2 1971
A PoioDucT OF AMERICAN NATIONAL ENTERPRISES, INC
injury, and giving second-year ilinibles and 10 homers, in five by injuries in recent years

Pacers Take Top Spot
In ABA West Division

Cropple, Bass, Catches
Improving Across State

MSU Track Team Opens
Outdoor Season Today

'4-5483
lif`p.

*A 41,••—

'MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
753-8119

svolck-ow

r
\CliVietrheentqe'

_t
since

The 'Big Red Machine' Is
All Oiled and Ready To Go

set'

WALLIS DRUG

We Have A $100,000
Present For You ...

to *

*

Holden
Iyan .
in

r NITE
HURS.

MICROWAVE TV

Now get all the great programs from NASHVILLE crystal
clear, color bright, with the magic of Microwave!

WLAC
NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

WS M
NASHVILLE

COUGAR
COUNTIEI

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSTALLATION
See 9 Great Channels!

*PIP

CABLEVISION

105 N. 5th Street

Phone 753-5005

Murray, Ky.
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Progressive Club
Meets In Home
a breakfast at the Holiday Inn at Of Mrs. Richerson
a.m. Hostesses will be

Penny Homemakers
Hold Regular Meet
At Holiday Inn

1.2
eat-Abbt
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Tuesday, March 23
The Murray Quota Club will seven
..a
have its luncheon meeting at the Mesdames Ace McReynolds, The Progressive Homemakers
Mrs. Paul Butterworth was Southside Restaurant at 12 noon.
Henry
Hulse,
H.
C.
Irvan,
Club met in the home of Mrs.
John T.
hostess for the meeting of the
Holton, and Miss Madelyn Lamb. Glenn Richerson on the ninth of
Penny Homemakers Club held
March at seven o'clock in the
Kirksey School PTA will
on Monday, March 15, at ten The
evening. Her co-hostess was Mrs.
at the school
pin
1:30
at
meet
Wagon
Welcome
The
o'clock in the morning at the
with Willard Ails as the speaker. Homemakers Club will meet at Franklin Robinson.
Holiday Inn.
grade
After Mrs. Robinson conducted
fifth
the
be
Mrs. Kenneth
the home of
The lesson on "Couture Hostesses will
Thyra Crawford Adams, Oak Drive, at ten a.m. the business meeting the lesson Janis Lowry of Murray has
Mrs.
mothers,
Touches(Hems): was presented
The Women's Society of
on "Updating the Entrance to
and Mrs. Dan Darnell, teachers.
been selected as the nursing
by Mrs. Richard Armstrong and
Christian Service of the Good
Your Home" was presented by
student of the month by District
They
Mrs. Perry Hendon.
Shepard United Methodist
Mrs. Bobby Wilson. Several ideas
The Magazine Club will meet at
13 of the Kentucky Association of
demonstrated the many different The Gamma Gamma Chapter
shown:
were
Church met on Tuesday, March
projects
craft
for
Nursing Students. Her selection
types of hems to put the finishing of Beta Sigma Phi sorority will the Woman's Club House at 2:30
16, at one O'clock in the afternoon
Varnished artificial fruit, an
pin. with Mrs. Jessie H Roane
was announced at the March
touches on a well made garment. rneet at 7:30 p.m.
at the church.
umbrella stand, aprons for soft
Brown
Franc
Miss
hostess.
association.
the
of
meeting
as
Mrs. Grace Covey, president,
the will show slides taken du,.ng her drink bottles, and how to crochet Mrs. Lowry is a junior nursing Mrs. Katherine Wilson read the
presided and Mrs. Delia Graham Grades One through Six of
beads.
scripture and also presented the
pearl
of
strings
with
will
School
Elementary
travels to Russia.
major with a 2.86 overall
Feltner, secretary-treasures, Hazel
program on "Retirement".
Dr. C. D. Wilder of the Biology
at the
program
musical
a
present
of
member
a
also
is
average. She
gave her reports and called the
p.m. The Hazel ne second in a series of films Department of Murray State Sigma Sigma Sigma social Also on the program were Mrs.
seven
at
school
roll.
will be held at this in crafts, "The First Course University was a special guest sorority and the First Methodist Libby Mahan, Mrs. Reba Miller,
The family life chairman, Mrs. FTC meeting
Mrs. Esther Sigmon, Mrs. Olin
gave a very intime.
Dinner Party", will be shown speaker. He
special
Church. She was chosen for the
Ernest Madrey, gave a
Lassiter, and Mr. Walter Wilson
teresting and enlightening talk on
eleven
to
nine
from
continuously
honor position by her instructors
article on "The Importance o The Calloway NFO will meet at
who discussed retirement and
ecology. Dr. Wilder discussed
and fellow classmates.
D. Bob Kemp's tobacco strip shed, a.m. at the Calloway County
Love" written by Mary
know
to
need
house-wives
what
how it should be in the beginning
Library.
Public
wife
the
is
person
honored
The
Browder.
located it mile south of Lynn
of later everyday life and not the
and look for when purchasing
of Duane Lowry.
The club voted to send Mrs. J. Grove, at 7:30 p.m.
foods, medicines, laundry and
end.
Friday, March 26
C. Kemp as delegate to the Farm
Refreshments of cake and
cleaning supplies and in-The Crucible", Arthur Miller
and Home meeting in Lexington
If a screw lid is difficult to coffee were served by Mrs.
Wednesday, March 24
secticides. Other miscellaneous
March 24-26.
Ladies day luncheon will be play, will be presented the second ecological problems
were remove from a jar, use a spring Mahan and Mrs. Aire Knight. •
Other members present, not served at Oaks County Club at night at the Murray State
type nutcracker to remove it.
discussed.
previously mentioned, were Mrs. 12:45 p.m. Make reservations by University auditorium at eight
Dr. Wilder answered many
Ken Stevens, Mrs. Vernon Tuesday noon with Murrelle p.m. Tickets are $1.50 each.
questions during dessert which
Moody, Mrs. Alton Cole, Mrs.
Walker 753-4517 or Essie Caldwell
was served by Mrs. Richerson
Saturday, March 27
Thomas James, and Mrs. Brent 753-4920
and Mrs. Robinson.
Miller
Crucible",
The
Arthur
Butterworth.
Guests present were Mrs.
play, will be presented the third
The next meeting will be held
Ladies day luncheon will be
Craig Carman, Mrs. David
in Monday, April 19, with Mrs. served at noon at the Calloway night at the Murray State
Payne, Mrs. Ron Dougherty, and
Margaret Nell Boyd as hostess
University auditorium at eight
Mrs. Larry Contri
County Country Club. Hostesses
p.m. Tickets are $1.50 each.
are Mesdames Henry Fulton, Bill
Fillet
Delicious
Crouse, Stark Erwin, Joe Dick, The Alpha Department of the
J.
E.
Harverstock, Joe Hal Murray Woman's Club will have
"ALL YOU CAN EAT"
Spann, Wayne Doran, W. C. its noon luncheon at the club
Elkins, Glenn Doran, T. C. house. This will be an open
Doran, M. C. Ellis, and Evelyn meeting with Dr. Alice Koenecke
Wilson, Bridge hostesses are as speaker. Hostesses will be Dr.
Mrs. Tommy Chrisp and Mrs.
$
Alberta Chapman, Mrs. Aaron
The week of March 7-13 was set
Mrs. Blanche C. Rottgering of
John Gregory.
Dick,
Louise
Chapman,
Mrs.
in
Nunn
Louie
Gov.
by
aside
1036 River Oaks Blvd., Paducah,
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Mrs. P. A.
special recognition of nursing
The Murray Woman's Club will Hart, and Miss Mildred Hatcher. and Bill Rottgering, Grand RivOffer Good Through March 28
students.
ers, announce the engagement
have its general luncheon
Murray's chapter of the
of their daughter, Dorothy Ann,
at the club house at ten
meeting
• to John E. Henson of Louisviffi.
Kentucky Association of Nursing
Enjoy mouth-watering Catfish, served with
Sunday,- March 28
will be the Home
Students got an early start in the a.m. Hostesses
Mr. Henson is the son of Mr.
and
Sigma
Department.
mountains of French Fries, heavenly cole
celebration by sponsoring a kick.
Mr. and Mrs. Genie B. Adams and Mrs. Harry M. Henson of
Xenia, III.
off retreat on Friday, March 5, at
be
will
Two
Route
Hazel
of
Thursday, March 25
slaw and lip-smacking huOpuppies.
Jonathan Creek Baptist Camp.
Junior Recital of Carol Connor, honored at a reception at the
grad1967
a
is
Rottgering
Miss
Rev. Martin Mattingly of St.
three
from
Murray,
Inn.
Tell City, Ind., euphonium, will Holiday
uate of Paducah Tilghman High
Leo's Catholic Church, as the
be in the recital hall, Fine Arts to 5:30 p.m. All friends and School. She attended York Colguest speaker' for the event,
attend.
to
invited
are
-elatives
Building, MSU, at eight p.m. No
lege of Pennsylvania and will
presented a talk on "The Nurse
charge.
graduate in June from Murray
as a Complete Individual".
The senior recital of Alan State University with a major in
On Wednesday, March 10, at
Baker, Princeton,Trombone,will drama and minors in speech,
the regular meeting of the "The Crucible", Arthur Miller be held at the Recital Hall, Fine
English and teaching.
the
by
presented
be
will
play,
district, Dr. Nan Ward of the
Department at the 'kris Building, MSU,at three p.m.
Physical Education Department MSU Drama
charge.
No
Mr. Henson graduated from
at Murray State provided a auditorium at eight p.m. Tickets
each.
$1.50
are
Flora Township High School,
program on "Exercises for
The BFA show of Leslie Flora, Ill. in 1965. He attended
Relaxation". This should prove tc
Wright, louisville, will open in Graceland College in Lamoni.
be most helpful to those present Macrame: Creative Knotting, he Exhibition Hall of the Fine
Iowa, and graduated in January
Western
by
exhibition
After a busy eight hour shut.
Arts Building, MSU,and continue 1970 from Murray State UniverMuseums,
Art
of
Association
The final event of the week was
sity with an area in business
Mecoy Hall through April 10. No charge.
a statewide banquet held at opens at the Mary Ed
and a major in accounting. He
Building.
Arts
Fine
Gallery,
Ashland on Friday, March 12.
is employed by Humphrey Robuntil
continue
will
and
MSU,
The topic presented by Dr. Rhea,
inson Co. di Louisville.
25
of
works
OPEN 4 p.m. TUESDAY-SATURDAY
includes
This
30.
April
of Ashland, concerned the assets
charge
no
is
there
and
artists
of a career in anesthesiology.
The wedding is planned for
12 p.m. SUNDAY
is invited.
A Workshop was held the The public
June 27. Only out-of-town invitaHwy.
Murray Ky.
641
No.
tions will be sent. All friends
following morning dealing with
A nice thing about upgrading
The Hazel Woman's Club will
atto
invited
and
are
relatives
world health problems. A variety
mothproof
it
make
to
meet at the Shirley Garden • closetthe
tend.
aronsatic red cedar
is that
of ideas were discussed and
Members lining requires no finishing. This
p.m.
seven
at
Center
inthe
for
possible activities
attractive, moth-repelling wood
note change in date and place
dividual districts were evaluated.
has • reddish oalor mixed with
an interesting off-white mailers.
Gamma Omicron Chapter of
A do-it-yourselfer can easily
Beta Sigma Phi sorority will line the average closet, including
PERSONALS
floor, ceiling and door, all
walla,
meet at the Baptist Student
in a weekend. And don't forget
at 7:30 p.m.
Center
the cedar shelving.
Huel T. West of Murray Route
Complete installation instrucSeven has been dismissed from
The Zeta Department of the tions are included in each packLourdes Hospital, Paducah.
of cedar closet lining. avell•
age
Murray Woman's Club will have able • most lumber yards.

Mrs. Janis Lowry
Mrs7 Wilson Gives
Selected Nursing
Program At Good
Student Of Month Shepherd Meeting

A thank-you
for Abby
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: This letter is two years overdue, but
nonetheless sincere. When I was a sophomore in college I
wrote you a letter with tears dropping all over it. I had just
found out for sure I was pregnant by the boy I'd gone with
since high school. He was also in college. We were really in
love, and even tho my parents approved of him, I just
couldn't see myself telling them that their daughter, whom
they considered such a "good girl," was pregnant. I considered suicide, and abortion. Then I wrote you, asking for
advice, and I will never forget your words:
"Honey, tell your parents at once. They are your beat
friends. I promise you they will understand and help you.
Forget the abortion. You could end up in the hands of some
butcher who may do such a poor Mb that you'll never be able
to have a child. Good doctors don't perform illegal abortions
for a living."

SPECIAL!!

I took your advice and told my parents. Abby, you were
so.right They were wonderful! We were married right away,
and now we have the most beautiful baby in the world. My
busband will graduate from college in June. ru graduate six
months later. How much do I owe you? HAPPY I WROTE

Special Programs
Are Attended By
Nursing Students

DEAR HAPPY: Not a thing. You've jest repaid Ise.

DEAR ABBY: Would you care to speculate on how a
man can "lose" his wedding ring on the average of once a
year?
My husband and I have been married for six years, and
he has lost six wedding rings.
When he lost the first one, I quickly replaced it with
another which he lost in six months. He claims he never
takes his ring off, but if that is the case, I can't understand
how he loses it. I buy the ring to fit his finger and it isn't
even loose enough to twist around, so it certainly can't fall
off, can it'
I don't want to believe that he actually takes off his
wedding ring when I'm not with him to give the impression
that he isn't married, but what else am I to think? He claims
be enjoys wearing a wedding rii.g. If you were me, would you
SUSPICIOUS
buy him a seventh?
DEAR SUSPICIOUS: H I were yen. I would net have
bought him a FOURTH! If he really "enjoys" wearing a
wedding ring, he'll bey one himself. But don't hold your
breath.
DEAR ABBY: It is obvious that your man has other
hobbies besides TV football, because your answer to Sunday
Widow shows a complete lack of understanding for this
growing national sickness. Addiction to TV football is as
much a "cop out" as the drug scene—a total escape from
• communication. It's not just, Sunday, it's all weekend long
and Monday nights.
Our husbands have no time to be creative; they have
• forgotten how to read; the beauty of nature bores them; they
• don't know the theater, museums or the symphony exist.
They have let their bodies become as flabby as their minds.
If you think a wife, while her lifetime companion ignores
bar, can spend her weekends cleaning closets and drawers
without building up sufficient resentment to destroy a
marriage, you don't understand women.
DEAR ABBY: "Santa Ana" says that dogs have no souls.
How does she know? Our family has had a dog for 14 years.
He has fallen victim to our anger, but is always quick to
forgive and he never bears a grudge His devotion and
loyalty is unsurpassed. I think ow dog has the most beautiful
BLOOMINGTON
soul of anyone in our family.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
:
•", your chest- Write to ABBY, Box WOO. Los Angeles. Cal.
IOW For a personal reply .110011t stamped. addressed
envelope
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have • Lovely Wedding,"
sea/ Si to Abby. Bea C17011, LAS Aageles, Cal. Me.

CATFISH

Ann Rottgering
Betrothed To
John E. Henson

175

FREE CATFISH for children
under 6...
50' token charge for children 6-12.

aptatit
itthen

Cedar Lining
Needs No Finishing

,Miss Adelle Beach of Kirksey
Route One has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

Phone

$753-5787

Orlan Hurt of Murray Route
Seven has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
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Company

AN INVITATION
TO ROSES
FASHIONS ON PARADE
FRIDAY EVENING
MARCH 26-7:30

r. 'A',

HOLLY

Spring And Summer Fashions Modeled

BLUE SPRUCE
This Week
REDUCED
FROM $25 to $15 2
. _,,„11 1

•

Highway 641 N
Murray

'Now Is The Time To Plan forl
e
I apring.
Call

l

•
•

1:00-5:00 I
Sunday I

3-4 FOOT

By Local Ladies.

Central Shopping
Center

8:00-5:00
Mon. thru
Sat.

Some As
Low As

A Fashion Show Featuring The Latest

Ad

. •f.
"

* :77:;
• 2...*.4

Just Received
New Shipment of
JAPANESE 11 CHINESE

In Roses Laterrace Shop

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

.171
'

I
Us...753-5787
I'For Your FREE LANDSCAPE SKETCH!!

•
Sandier!Thats wh,o

knows how to tailor a shoe. And

Inne's the proof. An unrivaled example of crack design. Three simple straps, a
highish, set-back heel - and cot4immtlite skill. Those arc the elements that go
ntto making this. quiet little lady-like plant, one of the most smashing
sensations of the Set/SO n.

LITTLETON'S
"The Happy
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Store"

Downtown Shopping Cener
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New Life Breathed' Into Silverware Stolen From Museum In Miami Monday
Volunteer Army Concept

il-11347

ij

res
od
:ing

iety of
he Good
ethodist
March
ifternoon

read the
mted the
it".
ere Mrs.
a Miller,
irs. Olia
r Wilson
ent and
eginning
d not the

retreat. Police said
the
By CHARLES E. TAYLOR Balthnore family in 1824.
.a'an you help me? I've got a
by
Dade
MIAMI IUPI-fl-ee bandits "Although the items are boat broken down in the bay museum, owned
overpowered a guard Monday insured, they are invaluable and I need a pair of pliers." County, is not equipped with 'a
burglar alarm system.
and methodically ransacked the and cannot be replaced," said
Vjork walked with the youth
By ED DOOLEY
allowance increases that Nixon Vizcaya Art
Lsevine offered a 810,000
Emanuel Levine, the Baltimore toward the estate's yacht
t'.e
of
Museum
WASHINGTON (UP!) -The planned to stretch over two
of the Kirk exhibit that harbor and was jumped by two reward for the return of t e
iirector
choicest
pieces
a
of
century-old
House Armed Services Commit- years until mid-1973 when the
o
collection of French
and las been on a recent tour of gunmen hiding in the gardens collection. He declined
tee breathed new life into the administration hopes to achieve
speculate on what the band
American museums.
American
stoestate.
silverware.
bayfront
Tbe
the
line
that
volunteer Army concept Mon- a zero draft call. It sent the bill -rt
items were valued at Levine flew from Baltimore "Take it easy, pop, and you might do with the loot, which
day by approving a 82.7 billion to the floor on a 36 to 4 margin. $500,000.
to Miami to inventory what was won't get hurt," they warned. also included heirlooms Kirk
military pay increase three
The bill considerably reforms
They knew exactly what left of the 220-piece collection. Vjork was taken to the made for such prominent
times more expensive than the Selective Service
Act they
were after," a sheriff's The three bandits, described basement and bound to a chair American families as the
President Nixon's request.
including:
detective
said. "They took only as "young and polite," struck with rope, electricians' tape Astors of New York and the
The committee added the pay
divinity the
-Abolishment of
best
in the collection the 70-room former estate of and orange rags. The bandits Lowells of Boston.
stuff
boost to a bill extending the student exemptions. There are and
millionaire James Deering took the keys to Vjork's truck, Vjork's empty panel trutk
left the rest behind."
draft for two years and giving an
men The
17,000
estimated
about 2:45 a.m. They fled about then went upstairs and began was found abandoned 10 mi s
to
collection
on
was
loan
Nixon the authority to end entering seminary each year.
the museum beside Biscayne 45 minutes later in a panel their systematic ransacking of away in north Miami three
undergraduate deferments.
hours after the theft occurred.
-Extend the term of nonmili- Bay from Samuel Kirk and Son truck stolen from guard Harry
the silverware display, which
The pay increase brought tary duty of conscientious of'Baltimore, America's oldest Richard Vjork.
to
go
to
scheduled
had been
raves from House members objectors from two years to silversmiths. The bandits took The 62-year-old guard-the another museum at the end of
lieu
in
is
year
extra
The
three.
boy
a
hoping to end the draft with an
several pieces belonging to the only one at Vizcaya-said
the day.
all-volunteer Army, but it may of reserve duty required of family of Napoleon Bonaparte who appeared to be "18 to 20 The silverware collection was
duty.
be opposed by the Nixon soldiers after active
and two goblets valued at years old, cleancut and nice," displayed in a downstairs
had -Give Nixon authority to end $100,000 that were a gift from knocked on the door of hbi parlor and an upstairs dining
which
administration
planned to spend only $987 undergraduate deferments in the Marquis de LaFayette to a basement office and said:
room in the palatian marble
lea
million to raise the pay of accordance with his announceand stone estate on the bay at
P0!
enlisted men 50 per cent ment that students with a
of the
western end
the
09
23,
April
after
issued
deferment
starting July 1.
causeway leading to President
fit
1970 would be eligible for the
Nixon's Key Biscayne vacation
79
draft.
the
in
time
first
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YOUNG DEMOCRATS — Professior William Pinkston,
professor of economics at Murray State University, was the
guest speaker at last night's meeting of the Graves County
Young Democrats. Prof. Pinkston was introduced by Curtis
Carter, president of the Young Democrats. His topic was the
"Economic Aspects of the Democratic Party." "The
Democratic party has stood up for the minority groups, the
farmers, and other groups that have often been overlooked,"
said Pinkston. He also stressed ate importance of getting out
Into the precincts to achieve a victory at the polls. "That's
where the elections are won, not at the national level," he
added.
(MESSENGER PHOTO)

Boy's two-tones...
a 30's look with
an eye on the future
Buster Brown returns to yesteryear for the latest look
in boys' shoes. A two-tone strapped slip-on-with the
long wearing quality and fine fit your boy needs now
and for many days to come.

12

Here's how to
prevent crabgrass
...and save
20%it

:,1.1

A housewifely view
of city vs. suburbs

20% off--

Starks Hardware

BUSTER
BROWN.'.

IIISCIIINT NOG (TITERS
SCOPE
BAYER
MOUTHWASH
You Pay
Only

Mobility
The country wife has instant
mobility in the form of the
family car The Manhattan
matron ha, the subway Or
bus-- and squashed -,--toei,"
elbows in the ribs and a
clanging headache. Taxis are illusive - and expensive.
YOUR STORE NAME

Adams Shoe Store

The country matron envies
the Manhattanite her access to
the theater, restaurants and
nightclubs. But with teen-agers
scarce, and professional babysitters' rates twice that of the
country average, the city wife

Re • ular '2.6 Value

PHILU PS:

III
Ill

...ILK OR .4A04411SiA

!I!
$O AND BUSY — Former
Chief Justice Earl Warren
spent his 80th birthday in
Washington working on his
book about his ideas of citizenship and his years-in
public life. He also con-ducts seminars for law and
government students from
time to time at George
Washington University'
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VANQUISH
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FOR LONG LASTING
PAIN RELIEF
CAPSULE-SHAPED TABLETS

30 TABLET
BOTTLES

LOTION
SHAMPOO

II

REGULAR

II

79'

VALUE

Ill

Parker Ford, Inc.

Niceit_Ea

III
II
II
III

During the month of March, we will

III

give a 10% discount on all tune-up parts and brake
linings installed in our shop!
Service Built Our Business"
)
Remember:"

Family Size

II
IS

"EARLY SPRING SPECIAL"
And
'aps, a
flat go
sensa-

the largest selling
shampoo-in hair color
IN SHADE-SELECTOR
PACKAGES
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Troops On Full Alert In Belfast
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NORTH VIETNAMESE COLONEL CAPTURED — Wearing
mobile and oil engine divisions
operating in armored personnel the third time in the day, to of the company which would be
color-matching the pantyhose
bandages, Col. Ngo Van Sam of the North Vietnamese
carriers on Highway 9 between rescue Proveda and the others. called the diesel division.
to the outfit.
army is escorted from a helicopter at Khe Sanh, South
(Radiophoto)
Lang Vei and the Laotian Later in the day, Proveda The transfer also includes H.J.
Vietnam, after his capture in Laos.
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The House is expected to give
speedy approval to the bill, but
the Senate must concur with
the pay levels and Hebert said
"I wouldn't hope to predict
what they will do."

HOUSE
HUNTING?

Nixon requested $987 million
to raise the pay of enlisted men
by 50 per cent. The $2.7 billion
proposal would also benefit
career officers and non-commissioned officers with higher
quarters allowances which are
most tax free.
The administration is seeking
a zero draft by mid-1973.
Hebert said the higher pay
levels would supplement the
administration's efforts.
"Even though I don't think it
will work, I'm trying to assist
them," he said.

And thetwoextra
doorsdon'tcost
a thing.

111114ll

FIND IT.
WE'LL FINANCE IT.
See Bruce Thomas Or Bobby Gro an

Murray Branch
Hopkinsville Federal Savings And Loan Assn.
753-7921

A .p.s. Embassy spokesman
bete' said 610 dependants of
U.S.. French, Swiss and Filipino
officials and workers wi.re
removed from I,uang Prabang
Sunday. He said thr5 v‘,.re
flown .to Vientiane aboar,I
America C121 transports '
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VIENTIANE UPI) — North
Vietnamese troops drove to
within three to five miles of the
Royal Laotian capital of I.uang
Prabang Monday after overrunning government defenses north
and east of the city, a wellinformed military source reported.
Earlier in the day, Gen.
Thongphan Knocksy, defense
ministry spokesman, said an
estimated six North Vietnamese
battalions- up to 3,600 troops
hadlaunched heavy anaelts on
seven government positions and
that the security of I.uang
Prabang was "direttly thri.atened."
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FOR SALE

NOTICE

SHOES
by BOSTONIAN

DRUM SET Slingerland, blue
pearl. Complete four drum set
with cases and cymbals. Excellent condition, will sell for less
than one third of original value.
Phone 753-5763 after five p.m.
M25C

2-Tone v Buckle
v Boots v Sandals
and Many More Styles
to Choose From

SUMMER SHIRTS
Inr

19X12 RUG, 501 Dupont nylon
sculptured design. Sage green.
Bass guitar, excellent condition.
Childcraft set, like new. Phone
M25NC
753-8161.

* TIES *
*PANTS*

NEW SHIPMENT
One Group - Double Knits - Stripes - Solids
One Group Wash 'N Wear Stripes - Solids
- ALL FLAIR -

*SPORT COATS*

* MOD WATCH BANDS
* BELTS * BILLFOLDS
- LARGE SELECTION -

Winter Merchandise
Still On Sale!
SUITS - SWEATERS - PANTS
SPORT COATS -

41-GRADUATION
PRESENTS* Be Prepared!!
Come by and choose now from our large selection

THE COLLEGE SHOP
Phone 753-3242
,
..%%%N\N

SERVICE; OFFERED

MILLIONS OF rugs have been
cleaned with Blue Luster, It's
America's finest. Rent electric
shampooer $1,00. Big K.
M27(

3 HERDS OF Chinchilla from
PENTA TREATED lumber, certified stock, $400.00. Also Toy
resistant to rot and termites. Poodles, Chinese Pugs, Irish
- Ideal for boat docks and any Setters, birds. 12 aquariums,
weather exposed uses. Murray complete with fish, I cheap).
Lumber Co., Maple Street. 1 Phone 753-1862.
Apri122C

-BI-SWINGSolids - Stripes
Wool - Dacron • Double Knits
Clubman - Deansgate - Bennets Warren - Sewell

Across from MSU Library

1971 SINGER Zig Zag Sewing
Machine. Only $7.00 per month
after small down payment.
Makes button-holes, monograms,
darns. In portable carrying cast.
See at Murray Sewing Center in
Bel Air Shopping Center. MD

CLEAN YOUR rugs and carpet REDUCE SAFE & fast with
with TREWAX. Rent Shampooer GoBese tablets & E-Vap “water
and save at Purdoins, Inc. M25C pills" Holland Drug Store. M244

Stripes - Solid - Plaids Gants - Sero - Shapley
Double Knit - Permanent Press

LARGEST SELECTION IN MURRAY

HELP WANTED

TRAILER SPACES FOR RENT

THREE LAKE lots. joining TVA WANT TO RENT furnished
boundaries Blood River Bay. cabin or apartment at Panorama
size' '2 acre. Shores. Phone 762-3824 or 753-7836
Anprhimate
M23C
7534997.
' Mr* aftfi% 5:00 pm.

Kenlake Trailer Park

4-t

1968 EL CAMINO Pick-up
truck. V8 automatic, power
steering and brakes and
vinyl roof. Brand new tires
and air shocks behind.

Nice, shady, quiet trailer park, with all
modern facilities. On Highway 94 East, one
block from Kentucky Lake.
Phone 414-2247

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Deal
Days

Cain 8 Taylor

WANTED TO RENT
LAWN MOWING. For regualr
route_callittelasater 753M25P WANT TO RENT dark "Bred
4510.
tobacco barn. Will insure. Phone
M25C
,53-4039.

'

1970 PLYMOUTH Grand
Coupe. Factory air, power
steering and brakes and
tinted glass. Real low
mileage.

PROCLAMATION
Where, the Murray Civitan
WANT TO BUY used tower for THREE BEDROOM brick house, Club through its programs and
television Phone 753-6430 before, two baths. Possession April 1. projects contribute materially to
M29( the welfare of the entire comM2501 Phone 753-2987.
three pin
munity;
and
WHEAREAS, the Civitan Club
WANT TO BUY; logs and TWO ADJOINING lots at
of Murray sponsor an Annual
standing timber. Also have for Panorama Shores, located on
Pancake Day in Murray, andall
sale lumber and sawdust. Jack's Creek, on TVA easement
proceeds are devoted entirely to
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. Phone 436-2289.
TFNC proi,rains deserving of the
TFC
Phone 753-4147.
support of all citizens; and
WHEAREAS, various firms
AUTOS FOR SALE
and individuals are contributing
1966 CHEVROLET Super Sport,
their time and financial support
283 Turbo Transmission, $500.00.
to the PANCAKE DAY IN
Phone 753-7210 between 10:00
MURRAY,
M29C
- 6:00 p.m.
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
Holmes Ellis, Mayor of the City
#0.44.
iliizzEt
1965 RED Malibu Chevrolet. In
of Murray, Kentucky, do hereby
good condition. Phone 753proclaim
and declare that
M25C MIMI amid
9385.
Saturday. March 27, 1971, be
designated:
1965 DODGE 440, four door, V8,
CIV1TAN PANCAKE DAY
factory air, power brakes and
In the city of Murray, and most
steering, new battery, brakes,
respectfully urge all citizens to
carburetor and tires. Phone 753support this worthy program.
M29(
1499 or 753-3080
Witness my hand and seal of
the City of Murray, this, the 16th
67 CHEVROLET Van 90 super
day of March, 1971
heavy duty automatic tranbusiness
or
smission. Ideal for
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
camper. Tip Top condition. First
City of Mw-ray
$1475.00 takes it. Bilbrey's Car &
Kentucky
Home Supply, 753-5617 or 753M24C
1257
WANTED TO BUY

FULL SIZE bed with foam
BANTAM hens, laying
1965 ELECTRA BUICK with
mattress and box springs, $60.00. HALF
M23
Phone 435-5333.
good.
factory
air and all power.
rocker
American
Brown Early
Local car.
with maple trim, $40.00. Phone
tractor and a
1TP 1-H FARMALL
75341131.
1965 BUICK WILDCAT four
bushhog. Can be seen at Outland
door
hardtop. Factory air,
M26(
and Popcorn Co.
1970 HONDA motorcycle, 750 cc. Seed
power steering and brakes.
Just like new. Priced to sell.
TInted glass. A total car.
ALL ELECTRIC trailer, 69
Phone 753-790.
bit 12X60
model. Excellent condition.
1965 PONTIAC LE MANS
7534763.
36361
two door hardtop, automatic,
G.E. WASHER and dryer, por- $3795.00. Phone
console in the floor with
table Television and portable fan.
CRAFTSMAN riding
5
HORSE
FM&AM
Radio. Brand new
All like new. Phone 753-6200.M.ELECTROLUX SALES & Serlawn mower. good condition.
tires. A local car. Perftct
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M
M26F - -mechanically.753-3359
Phone
1969 HONDA Scrambler, 350' cc,
Sanders, ,phone 382-2468, Far$400.00. Also Mechanical 600
April12C
1966 DATSUN Pick-up truck mington, Kentucky.
CLOTHES: SUES 3-6 Petite.
Junior reloader, $60.00.Phone
in good mechanical shape.
Dresses, skirts and pants. All in
If you want to live high on the
436-5872.
M25C
good condition. Phone 7531964 CHEVROLET.IMPALA hog, come see the Smoked Ham
M26P two-'door hardtop-with ific-'> Tree at 107 North 3rd Streer.M2
3,4 HP SUBMERGIBLE pump.
tory air, power steering and
TEM
Used. Phone 436-2289.
FOR YOUR Pennyrich bras,
brakes, V8 automatic. A WOULD LI10E
to thank my
girdles, and lingerie, contact
local car.
patrons for their patience and
FOURTEEN FOOT ,Arkansas Hilda Whitnell, phone 7531963 OLDS% with factory air understanding during the recent
M23C
Travel boat with trailer Phone 4472
and all power. In perfect illness and death of my husband
TFNi
753-6030 after 5:00 p.m.
condition. Local car, white. on March 23rd. I will be back in
my Beauty Shop for apCARPETS AND life too can be
1963 otios 96 four door
pointments. Phone Mrs. U.Hill.
1968 MOBILE: Home. Air beautiful if you use Blue Lustre.
hardtop. Baby blue,
Hazel, Ky., 492-8722.
M24C
conditioned and house carpet Rent electric shampooer 91.
power steering and brakes,
throughout In excellent shape Western Auto, "Home of The i
no air. Local car.
and perfect for small family. Wishing Well."
M24C
PEGGY NOEL is now employed
1961 VALIAM. CHEAP.
Better than renting.Phone 753as a beautician for "The Hair
M29 USED COLOR console TV,
6737 after 5'00 pin
111113OLDS 95 with factory air Dresser" beauty shop, 201 South
9175.00. Leach's Music & TV.
and power. Red with white 6th Street. For appointment call
SMALL COUCH,ideal for mobile Dixieland Center. Phone 759t,q).
anytime, 753-3530.
M25(
home or den. Excellent condition. 7575.
M27C
M25C
Phone 753-9445.
WILL THE person who took the
FOUR BOTTOM 12 inch spring
Corner of 6th and Main
brown suede purse from an
trip ploy?, with trash covers.
Phone 753-5862.
automobile in the Liberty
Like new, two years old. Porter
parking lot call 474-2315.
Mangrurn, Route 6, Mayfield M24C
345-2580.
1964 GLASS Par boat, 16 ft. with
75 h.p. Evinrude motor, and
REGISTERED POINTERS and
trailer; 14 ft. Polar Craft boat,
Setters from champion and
semi-v with 12 h.p. Seabee motor:,
National champion stock. Ages 8
1968 Ward's Riverside motorweeks and up. Phone 753-5169 or
cycle 250 cc. Phone 474-2257 after
492-8607 after 5:00 p.m.
M27I
M25C
four R.m.

WILL MOW lawns at reasonable
CAN YOU qualify? I'm looking
prices in spring and summer.
for women who are interested in
Phone 767-4793 after 5:30 p.m.
earning $200.00 or more a month
M27NC
on a part time basis. For interview appointment call 753-8970
EXPERIENCED WORK in land- between 2:00 and 5:00 p.m. M23
CHICKENS, TURKEYS, ducks, LINNVILLE SHOE Store just
scaping, mowing?. planting,
guineas. Large selections. Phone received a large snipment of
pruning and the working or
FULL TIME office position 328-8563, Hubert Alexander. M25P women's and children's spring
flower beds..Phone 7534051:
shoes. Also have bags to match.
available. Typing and shorthand
required.
Apply
giving SIX WEANING goats, ideal for All the latest colors. All famous
RAILROAD WELDING and qualifications to P.O. Boa 574,
name brands. Latest spring boots
pets. Phone 436-5856.
M251
wrought iron shop. East Maple Murray, Kentucky.
arriving daily. All low discount
M24C
Street, across from Murray
prices. Open from 9:00 a.m. - 6:30
METAL
ONE
glider
and
two
Lumber Co., owned by Dan
p.m., six days a week. Sundays
wood setee. Phone
chairs.
One
Hutson, operated by Bandi.
M31
from 1:00,- 5:00 p.m.
753-3796.
M25P
Phone 753-1933.
APRIL7C EXPERIENCED COOK; must
be twat, efficient and have good MAGNIVOX TELEVISION, 5 NORWEGIAN
ELKHOUN
BE POPULAR!! Learn how to references. Good working con- fruitwood tables; coffee, step, puppies,$75.00 and up, also stove.
play guitar, costs 92.00 a week. ditions. Afternoon shift, full time round and two end tables. Buffet- For lease; acre tobacco base and
Leaches Music and T.V. Center. work. Lady preferred. No phone Fruitwood, lamps, French barn. Phone 753-4490 after 7:00
M23C
Phone 753-7575.
M26C calls. Apply Colonial House Provencial lounge chair; couch p.m.
Smorgasbord.
M25C d chair. Refrigerator, G.E., good condition. Table and chairs, WE ARE offering our Gilson
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
win bed, metal frame, mattress tractors and tillers at sale prices.
or
home.
Full
MONEY
at
EARN
All work guaranteed. Free
Seaford's Lawn & Garden,
pickup and delivery. Free part time. For details send self and springs, Singer sewing
Hardin, Kentucky,437estimate. Antique or natural addressed envelop-stamped and machine, and lawn chairs. Phone
4412.
1-8918.
M23NC
March24NC
A.
Enterprises.
Dept
25c
to
B.
and
finish. Jerry McCoy,7533045.
March 31C A-IM. Post Office Box 278.
M.
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
TWO BEDROOM duplex, 175.u0 EXTRA NICE one bedroom
FOR-ALL your home alterations
a month. $50.00 deposit Couple furnished apartirient, 42 block
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
preferred. No pets. , See at 1601 from college campus, $90.00 per
old. Free estimates. Call 753College Farm Road or call 1-311 month. Phone 753-9135 or 7536123.
March 29NC
842-2162.
4478.
M26C
M23NC
DOZING, $8.00 per hour. No job
PRICE MOBILE
THREE /11-.;DROOM brick, un- FURNISHED
too small. No large jobs please.
APARTAWNT;
HOME CENTER
furnished, 521 South Ilth Ex- electric heat, private entrance.
Reliable service. New man ,in
$135.00
tended,
monthly. Near college. Phone 753Murray area. Phone 753Noss kr VW
Available April 1st. Phone 753- 6564.
TENC
M24C
8548
u sir lotn
3634.
M25C
1.0ST & FOUND
Hwy. 641 S. Phone 753-3640
AVAILABLE Arm', 1st, new
FOR YOLK Auction sale neeas,
Next to
Murray, Ky
furnished one bedroom apartcall Otto Chester, Auction serHoliday Inn
LOST: REGISTERED .Collie
ment. carpeted, tile bath. One
vice. specializing in furniture,
with Memphis tag. ff found call
se
restal
Ask
abort
North
block from campus. 811
antiques and farm equipment.
M24C
753-9281.
M25C
Complete auction service with purchase plan, op to 10 yr. 16th Street
auctioneer.
licensed, bonded
finaoct.
Reasonable rates and free
11I
estimates, call 435-4042.

r

AUTOS FOR SALE

Your Wheel Horse
Dealer in
Murray is:

McCUISTON

AUTO ELECTRIC

New Concord Rd
Murray, Ky.

SH E ON
HER FOOT-Members of Local 2 of the
d Professional Employes Union picket at the
Office
big- Machinists Union headquarters in Washington. Officers of the Machinists-the union has struck airlines,
aerospace plants and many other industries-crossed
line with "Why not? They're union Management."

WEIGHT
AND
FORTUNE

GOLDFISH
75t EACH

The-- ColOnials
HERE, I 1-4.413, THEM
TAK I NG THE &OOP
WITH 11-1E BAD
A CC EPTI t•-•i& LIFE
AS IT

Lii Abnw
IS QUITE A
1-MUNT TO ME
COMPL
,
AI-I S'PO5E -AS A
1-106131N- TRAPPERBUT
ONCE
THEY--

-RLEUZE,tI4.4R IS A HIN1,140.1
LONG KIN
ON? A1419
PRIME!!'
ALREACN PAS

• (Continued From Page
something in them, their ego, or
something, then they go on about
their business of eating.

Insight...

Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer Elected
President,Calloway Homemakers

(Continued from Page 1)

Funeral services for Mrs.
"Kentucky statues grant the
'Ijeaker
The Junior Class of Murray
The
County was Mrs. Anton Herndon, a Archie II/ell:nal Tripp will be board of regents the authority to
Calloway
at
two
Wednesday
held
p.m.
Providence
at
High School is now in rehearsal'
New
the
of
Day
and
member
Homemakers Annual
adopt rules and regulations
for their class play, "Spring
She and her husband the chapel of the Max Churchill
Craft Exhibit was held Friday at Club.
The Moles in our back yard are the Murray Woman's Club House operate their seed company at Funeral Horne with Bro. Jesse governing officers, agents and
Fever", to be presented Friday
making mole hills out of flat with the president, Mrs. Ray their farm and she is active in Dougherty and Bro. Doyle M. employes at Murray State and to
March 26, at 7:30 p.m. in the
enforce
such
it
rules
as
may
places. We hope no one makes Broach, presiding.
Murray High auditorium. Tickets
church and civic events. Mrs. Webb officiating.
establish," he said.
mountains out of the mole hills.
may be purchased from any
Pallbearers will be Ralph
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer of the..Alfred Taylor of Harris Grove
KuristIer still plans to hiake a
member of the Junior Class or at
South Murray Club was elected Club will serve her second year Harris, Glen Harris, Larry speaking appearance here next
in
A Yellow Shafter Flicker lands
Harris, T. R. Tripp, Rudy Tripp,
the door.
as president to serve for two' as vice-president.
Monday night, reports said, but it
the woods yesterday and starts
"Spring Fever" is about life at
County chairman named were and George William Shelton. will be off campus because the
years. She is a registered florist
pecking away at an old corn cob.
Brookfield College the day before
and recently completed a special Mrs. Jewell McCallon, Westside, Burial will be in the Lone Oak administration has barred him
nothing
is
there
He's rough and
graduation. The action takes
cake decorating course. She has clothing; Mrs Milford Orr Cemetery with the arrangements from speaking on campus.
tentative about the strokes he
been the teacher and instructor South Pleasant Grove, food; Mrs. by the Max Churchill Funeral
place in a rooming house for
makes with his long bill. SwashHugh Griffith of Warren,
at numerous clubs and civic Alvin Usrey, Westside, home Home where friends may call.
boys. Mrs. Spangler's rooming
of
chairman
sophomore
buckling and positive in his
Mrs. Tripp, age 71, died Mich.,
events.
house is always hectic but this is
furnishings; Mrs. Claude Miller,
movements, he gets to thejitart
Insight executive committee,
more than true on the day before
Named as secretary-treasurer South Murray, housing; Mrs. Monday at 4:40 am, at the the
little
Kunstler, a defense attorney
of a problem with
to succeed Mrs. Dan Billington Livesay, New Concord, home Murray-Calloway County said
commencement; for in addition
has
trial,
Seven
Chicago
procrastination.
in the
management; Mrs. Ernest Hospital. Her husband, Archie
to her regular college-boy
appear without a
issues and Tripp, died October 8, 1969. She agreed to
roomers, their girls keep popping
Penny,
Madrey,
Reading a story the other day
contract at no charge except
concerns;Mrs. Howard Giles, was a member of the Church of
in and out, a few parents and an
about the new water mattresses.
expenses.
personal
Town and Country, cultural God at Mayfield.
aunt show up, and the "Prexy"
They are supposed to be comspeakers, who were
N. P. Cavitt, She is survived by one The three
Mrs.
and Professor Bean find occasion
development;
fortable and donducive to sleep.
to participate in the "Insight"
CHARACTERS in the Murray High School junior class play, to call several times. And things
South Murray, family life; Mrs. daughter, Mrs. Gaylon Turner of
Reminds us of a saying we saw
Kunstler,
to
addition
in
series
p.m.
pictured
are
7:30
at
"Spring Fever", to be presented Friday
happen! Spring Fever has hit
Bobby Grogan, Town and 4urray; one son, Windsor Tripp
the other day "Man who buys $19
of Murray; one sister, Mrs. were Dr. S. I. Hayakawa, at rehearsal. Back row, left to right, Wilford Bickel, Steven
landscape,
Brookfield, a class spokesman
Country,
water mattress, get soaked"
renowned semanticist and Beatty, Allan Spencer, Dixie Hook, and Deborah Pugh; second
said.
Willard Ails, president of the Hassell Shelton of Murray; three
San
strife-racked
of
Karen
floor,
president
on
lying
Koenen;
row, Clair Eversmeyer and Kathy
Charters for the play include:
Calloway County Council on Drug grandchildren; three great
You have to keep your toe nails
Francisco State College; Dr. McGary.
Howard Brant—John McKee; Ed
Education, as guest speaker told grandchildren.
short
Charles Hurst of Malcolm X.
Burns—Clair Eversmeyer; Vie
of the activities the council is
College, and Phillip Luce,
the children and
educate
Lewis—Allan Spencer; Lou
to
doing
Don't kr.,,w wnether we would
conservative
the
representing
Flood; Mns,
grades, through
the
Herron—Wende
from
parents
a
think
might
like one or not. We
Yegiiik—Americans for Freedom.
group.
Pugh; Anne
college
and
school,
high
Spangler—Deborah
faucet is dripping or something.
A university spokesman said
He challenged the adults„to be
Purchell—Kathy Koenen; Vivian
Final rites for Mrs. Florence they were paid a total of $1,750 to
UPI)—The
sure they were not taking
George—Dixie Hook; Henry
YORK
NEW
A woman telephoned a friend and
Ike Askew were held this mor- settle their contracts, which
and then
H. Moore,formerly of the Purchell—Steve Beatty; Phoeboe
in
energy
for
Chris
lower
medicine
opened
market
stock
asked how she was feeling.
ning at 10:30 at the chapel of the amounted to a total of $5,500.
Bethel Community of Calloway Purchell—Karen McGary;
something for them to sleep when
fairly heavy trading today.
-Terrible," answered the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
died this morning at the Maude Corey—Wanda McNabb;
with their
talk
County,
the
to
opening,
tried
they
Shortly after the
friend. "My head's splitting and
with Dr. H. C. Chiles officiating.
drug abuse.
average
about
children
Hospital, Lexington. Professor Virgil Bean—Wilford
industrial
Jones
Veterans
Dow
my back and legs are killing
Serving as pallbearers were
was the skit,
feature
Declines
special
A
909.98.
the age of 83 followed Bickel and Dr. Dixon—Sonny
at
at
0.62
death
off
was
His
me... and the house is a mess and
Morris Futrell, Sandy Berkley,
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer
written in poetry form by Mrs.
advances, 190 to 147 an extended illness.
Henley.
the children are simply driving
Lovell Berkley, Roger Arm- Mrs. Anice Cleo Lawrence of topped
The deceased was a member of
across the
Baron Palmer of the Wadesboroissues
495
among
Brooks
H.
W.
of
sister
Mayfield,
me craze."
strong, Tillman Berkley, and
the Bethel United CMethodist
Club, depicting the work of the
"listen," the caller said, "go
I,yle Armstrong. Interment was of Murray, died Sunday at 7:25 p. tape.
DISCUSSION GROUP
past
the
to
chairmen
the
i
3
Church and of the American
by
club
surrendered
Pont
Du
and lie down. I'll come over right
in the Murray Memorial Gardens m. at the Mayfield Hcspital. She
Adult Great Books
of
veteran
The
a
was
He
Legion.
were
participating
fractionally
Those
year.
the
143a in
was 65 years of age.
away and cook lunch for you,
World War I. He was preceded in Discussion Group will meet
Doores, teacher. with the arrangements by the J.
Newell
Mrs.
and
Monsanto
chemicals.
lower
Fred
of
widow
the
She was
clean the house and take care of
Funeral Home.
Armstrong, H. Churchill
Mrs. Richard
Chemical dipped 41 death by two brothers, Tellus tonight (Tuesday) at the
the children while you get some
Mrs. Askew, age 89, wife of the Lawrence and was a retired Allied
Calloway County Public Library
McCallon,
Jewell
Mrs.
clothing,
apiece to 37ss and 27, respec- Moore and Curt Moore.
rest. By the way, how is Sam?"
late S. W. Askew, died Sunday at Mayfield school teacher. She was
at seven p.m. "Perpetual Peace"
Mrs. Alvin Usrey, home
foods
tively.
and
Seventh
the
of
six
member
are
a
complaining
survivors
Among the
"Sam?" the
2:05 p.m. at the Convalescent
by Kant will be the book to be
oils,
easier
Mrs. Hardiman
Furnishings,
mostly
the
In
Christ,
of
College Street Church
nieces, Mrs. Eugene (Mary Bell discussed with Mrs. Solon Bucy
house-wife asked.
Mrs. Division of the Murray-Calloway Mayfield.
Texaco
management,
home
and
Killer,
Standard
Jersey
Jones of Murray Route One, Mrs as the leader.
''Yes...Your husband."
County Hospital. She was a
The 10-member eresident's
family life, Mrs.
Mrs. Lawrence is survived by fell 1,, each to 767e and 36L4,'in Dorothy Cooper of Dearborn
"I've got no husband named Task Force at Murray State N. P. Cavitt,
First Baptist
the
of
member
ki
cultural
Dunn,
Holmes
two daughters, Mrs. Lorena that order. Pennzoil gave up
Sam."
Mich., Mrs. Vera Evans, Mrs
University soon will begin
Mrs. Robert Church, Murray.
-1- • Standard of Sally Langston, and Mrs. Floreta
- to .12i2, siirr
"My heavens!" gasped the preparation of its recom- levelopment
Survivors are two daughters, Adair of Mayfield }Uri& Three
574i.
to
issues
tA
and
off
concerns,
tendon,
California was
Tomlin, all of Oklahoma City
first woman,"I must have dialed mendations dealing with the
Mrs. Leo Stark of DeBary, Fla., and Mrs . Ouida Spagnoli of
Mrs. Alfred Taylor, sub3nd
Atlantic Richfield held un- Okla.; five nephews, Clyde Hale
the wrong number."
future growth and development stituting for Mrs. Tom Miller, and Mrs. Lyle Armstrong, Jr., of Mayfield; two brothers, W. H.
changed at 67'7, while Occiden- of Murray Route Three, Tolbert
Continued from Page 1)
There was a long pause. "Are of th University the Murray
Meniphis, Tenn.; sister, Mrs. Brooks of Murray and Alan
housing.
tal edged up 1 4 to 19'4.
One;
Route
Mayfield
of
Brooks
Damon
Mrich.,
Detroit,
of
you still coming over?" the other Rotary Club told Thursday.
Moore,
half
Dover,
Tenn.;
of
Ode King
Mrs. Milford Orr was the
Rails showed a steady tone. Moore of St. Louis, Mo., Eugene engaged in farming.
woman asked, hope in her voice. Dr. Charles Homra, chairman
sister, Mrs. Dixie Wells of 'lye grandchildrne; five great.
One hundred and thirty-two
narrator for the "Dress Review"
Central held unchanged at Moore of- Memphis,Tenn., and B
Penn
three grandchildren. randchildren.
of the Department of Psychology
persons were present for the
at
Pacific
with Mrs. Louis Short at the Murray;
Southern
did
as
6'.,
Funeral service held today at
C. Clark Jr., of Oklahoma City dinner, including Mr. and Mrs.
at Murray State and a co14
piano. Modeling clothes made
two p.m, at the Seventh and 391.. UAL Inc. dipped L4 to 303 Okla.
chairman of the task force, told
Herman K. Ellis, Ellis Popcorn
Flying
from the knit sewing class taught
Colege Street Church of Christ , among the airlines.
The body is being returned to Company, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
the Rotarians that more than by Mrs. Kate Thompson were
with
41,
to
2
L
up
gave
Tiger
E.
W.
Bro.
Mayfield, with
From The
the J. H. Churchill Funeral Hutson, Mr. and Mrs. Billy
40,000 index cards, each bearing
Mesdames Lud Larson, Grover
Wardlaw officiating. Burial was American down Li to 27's. Home, but funeral arrangements
an idea or suggestion, will have
icontinued from Page It
Srnith, and Ted Hopkins, all of
Hoyt Craig.
but
,
Kemp,
2
/
C.
J.
211
James,
to
'4
lost
in the Highland Park Cemetery, Eastern
been generated from students,
are incomplete.
Hutson Chemical Company.
Clifton E. Jones, Mrs. N. P. Judge Robert 0. Miller, said, the Mayfield.
and
19N.
to
added
TWA
and
faculty and staff members
walking "petition, having been signed b
white
a
modeled
Cavitt
citizens of the Murray comQuotes From the News
suit trimmed in brown vinyl with constitutionally qualified voters
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
munity by the time the
boots and purse to match the trim in the City of Murray of a number
drafted.
International
is
report
preliminary
By United Press
her suit. The boots were old exceeding twenty-five percent
on
WASHINGTON — President For the past two months, the
shoes she had covered in the 1811 of the total votes cast in the
Nixon, when asked if he would task force has been meeting with
brown vinyl to make boots, an City of Murray at the preceeding
voluntarily become a one-term groups and individuals seeking
original idea of Mrs. Cavitt.
last general election and, said
president:
ideas and suggestions pertinent
Mrs. Emma Maxfield. Area petition requestingo that an
"The idea of what you call to the University's role in higher
Agent in Expanded Foods and election be held in the city of
'voluntary retirement,' I would education and relating to its
Nutrition, told of how the Murray and on the 20th day of
premature
quite
future growth and development.
suggeat, is
assistants work with individuals April 1971, and it appearing that
where I am concerned and I The ideas and suggestions, he
and groups on better nutrition for said
meets the
petition
would say that anybody who said, most likely will fall into one
..he families. This program is requirements to local option
perhaps
would
These
life
my
general
areas.
four
of
reads
rApected to be expanded to in- elections."'
take that kind of story with a were identified as:
two assistants in Calloway The petition also said that the
:•lude
--On-campus student affairs
'graih of.salt."
County in the near future.
proposition to be voted on shall be
such as domitory matters,
The Purchase Area president, slated on the ballot, without
Charles
—
student
ANGELES
housing,
married
LOS
Mrs. Robert Foster, reported on emblems,and two spaces shall be
Manson, exiled from his mur- recreation facilities and others.
the National Homemakers left upon the right side of the
der trial for his continued -Off-campus student affairs,
Association Convention and how ballot, one for voters favoring the
outbursts, yelling from his cell including public relations, school
the homemakes are a part of the proposition to be designated by
courtroom:
adjacent to the
relations, university
International Women of the the word "yes," and one for
"Can I start my defense publications, alumni affairs and
World Association.
voters opposing the proposition
others.
pretty soon?"
Mrs. George Holland of the be designated by the word no."
as
such
affairs
-Academic
Sunnyside Club gave the devotion
NEW YORK—Mrs. Robert degree requirements,
The order from Judge Miller
on "Hands That Serve". Mrs.
Wood Sr., after police recov- tuition, academic facilities,
concluded brsaying: "Finally, it
as
acted
Manning
Brent
ered her 2,1-month-old son less faculty and administrative atis the order of the court that
Secretary for Mrs. Dan Billington
than an hour after he was titudes and others, and
within five days after the date of
who was unable to attend due to
Order, the County Clerk shall
abducted from his baby car- -Community affairs such as
of her grandparents. the
illness
the
sheriff a certified copy
the local option liquor question,
riage:
the give to the
for
responsible
Clubs
"The police are great. The off-campus housing, the conof this Order and the Sheriff shall
at
MurrayWoman's Division the
iervative atmosphere of the
Order published purpolice are great."
Fair are have the
Calloway County
community, the retail business
Kentucky Revised
New suant to
Progressive,
Westside,
attitude of the community, city
Chapter 424 in the
Sunnyside, and Statutes
Providence,
police policies and others.
County and shall report in writing
Welcome Wagon. Last fall it was
Action already has been taken
to the County Court that the
decided to rotate the clubs ser(Continued from Page 1
in two areas irkhich constructive
down the notice has been published "
take
and
plan
to
ving
offered,
general election laws
by the Outstanding Teenagers suggestions have been
These he fair exhibits.
to this election and a
apply
shall
Award Selection Committee,- in Dr. Homra said.
During the afternoon open
expansion of the
copy of this Order shall be imcooperation with the board of identified as the
crafts
the
for
held
was
house
include freshmediately forwarded by the
advisors. From among the 50 night courses to
members of the
sophomore level classes exhibits by
Clerk to the County Board of
'rate Winners, one boy and one man and
Dexter,
of in- following clubs: Alin°,
Election Commissioners."
rl will be chosen for the and the development
Harris Grove, New Concord,
attract
to
material
formational
. The issue is being hotly con-Alone! Scholarship prize of
Penny.
Providence,
New
those cons2.000 to attend the college or military personnel,
Murray, tested by an organization known
South
Progressive,
tinuing their education while still
as the Dry League and another
University of their choice.
Suburban, Town and Country,
in service as well as those being
special
ecognizing the
In ,
Sunnyside, group which petitioned for the
Westside,
Wadesboro,
election.
,s of these 'Oulstanding separated from service.
and Pottertown.
e. gers, Astronaut Neil Arm- Challenging the Rotarians "to
and
Road
Paris
Members of the
strong said these youths "have think with the task force as to Progressive Clubs served at the
University
the
feel
you
what
the ability to face the difficult"
tea table and furnished cookies
piv•Istems d_our times and the needs to be. not only now but five, for refreshnents in the afternoon.
Homra
Dr.
obligation to accept the 10 years from now,"
urged everyone present, as well
cliallenee."
anypne in the community, to
TVA Lake Stages
These Outstart .ine eenagers submi. .deas or suggestions.
Federal State Market Nei*"
By
United
Press International
to
"opportunity
-Simply address them to the
also have the
March 23, 1971
Service
11!).9 owe great n.1•1 ), . leaders Task Force, Murray State
a.m. Midnight Kentucky Purchase .,Area Hog
and doers" President Nixon said University," he said.
354.9 fluctuate Market' Report Inaludes 10
Savannah
'tato; y tifessage to Dr. Homra was introduced by
in a ei
Per
354.2 fluctuate Buying Stations
program
the
Howard Giles,
Ito' nominees
354.2 rise 0.2 Receipts: Act. 716
900
Johnsonville
niter the vw lance of the chairman for the day.
Scott Fitzhugh 354.5 fall 0.1 Barrows and Gilts 50c hillier,
included
OutGuest
at
meeting
the
the
Advisors,
of
board
Eggners Ferry 354_4 fall 0.1 Sows strong
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Local Option...

ATTENTION!!
Citizens of Murray, Kentucky
Have you registered to vote in the next
election, and especially on the Petition
to Repeal the Local Liquor Option Law
in Murray.

Monday, March 30, 1971,
Is the Deadline for Registration!

If you want to help prevent the legal sale of liquor in saloons, bars,
cocktail lounges and package liquor stores be sure you are registered to vote
in the April 20 Special Election.

PLAN NOW TO VOTE "NO" TO-PRESERVE THE
GOOD IMAGE OF MURRAY!

The question is
whether we want.bootleggers or legal sale of
liqaer. The question is do we want bootleggers and legal liquor by the drink
in Murray.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

KRS. 243.230 does not control bootleggers or drunkenness. It
permits third class cities like Murray to issue a license to sell liquor by the
drink.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY DRY LEAGUE
Vote

(this is a paid -political adyertisernent and is not a requirement of the County Court,
express tf4.opinion of this newspaper )
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